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• ****— an album of quiet, deep 

and expansive joy...not merely novel 

or exotic but a fresh, real ard unusual 

musical experience." 
Rolling Stone 

"conveys the buoyant possibilities 

and irrepressible spirit that separates 

African music from all others." 

Philadelphia Inquirer 

Henryk 
GóreCki 
Symphony of 
Sorrowful Songs 

"A symphony at once 

brooding and luminous, 

tragic and triumphant. 

spun from a single 

unending melody in 

three long, seamless 

slow movements... 

The result is chilling, 

moving. unique." 

( Time) 

Featuring Grammy. 

winning vocalist 

Dawn Upshaw 

with David 

Zinman and the 

London Sinfonietta 

79275 

eso ALCA JOHN ADAMS 

Sy y No. 

THE DEATH OF KLINGHOFFER 

A rew opera from the composer of the 

Grammy-winning Nixon in China. 

based on the 1985 

hijacking of the 

Achille Lauro. 

"A stunning 

achievement...a new 

kind of symbolic music 

theater." 

San Francisco Examiner 

"...a work that fires the heart." 

Newsweek 

ROBIN 
HO LCOMB 
Rockabye 

"Ho'comb snatches up 

the pop song ii her long, 

loving amis and spirits it 

off on a breathless joyride 

through places and 

emotional states it has 

rarely reached before." 

Seattle Weekly 

"Rockabye brings out 

our disparate musical 

terrain, from folk tunes 

to free jazz, with a thin 

yet haunting % oice that 

evokes the real spirit of 

country music—the oral 

tradition." 
Vanity Fair 6124.9 

on Elektra Nonesuch 

, • 992 Elekta Entertair ment. a division of Warner Communications. Inc O' A Time Warner Company For credit card orders call 800-221-8180 
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Out of respect for the purity of Eric Johnson's music, we won't tell you whose guitar synthesizer he's 

playing. But, if you happen to notice the logo down below, well, we can't do anything about that. 

• 

Not to be overly commercial but, seeing 

as how this is an ad, we should probably 

tell you that the GR-1 offers electric and 

acoustic guitar players of any level the ulti-

matein utilizing new sounds for creating 

0 built-in sounds— from 

acoustic to synthesized to drums—as well as 

a built-in, four-track sequencer for practic-

ing and recording your own music. It's 

simple to use. And the GK-2 pickup easily 

inount,5. on your guitar. You can even mix 

die new sounds-of the GR-1 with your own 

guitar ,oturdsT A rrd •• yes, tl It price is pretty 

---- 
, ?...  

.,7 ',.......-
11r11  I dog° disir`tr f>c 1 o \ 

ffie Roland ' 

Relaa Corporatidn US 7200 Ilminion Circle 

Los Angeles, CA 90040-3696 .213 685-5J41 



P RINCE AND 

THE N EW POWER 

G ENERATION 

P.55 

7 FR ONTMAN PETER GABRIEL 

Talking confession, emotion and the real meaning of soul music. 

BY CLIFF JONES 

27 BOB WEIR 

The word on the future of the Grateful Dead and the health of Jerry 
Garcia from the horse's mouth. BY SCOTT ISLER 

28 CHARLES LLOYD 

The Moon Man of sax returns to earth. "You can't just go out and play scales," 

Lloyd says. "Without freshness, it isn't jazz." BY JOSEF WOODARD 

32 SUB POP ASIR 

Getting signed at the home of grunge. By SAN DY ',Instil) 

34 SPIN DOCTORS 

Sometimes nice guys finish first. Years of road work finally pay off for 

a band who are in it for all the right reasons. BY JON YOUNG 

38 ROGER WATERS : THE LAST 

PINK FLOYD STORY 

You've heard David Gilmour's tales of life under Waters, but so far the 

author of Pink Floyd's greatest work has suffered the accusations in silence. 
Now it's time for Roger's version. BY MATT RESNIC OFF 

50 N ENEH CHE RRY'S SLOW COOKIN ' 

Her first album, Raw Like Sushi, set the world on its ear. Neneh took a 

long time making her second—she had other things to do. 
BY MARK ROW1AND 

58 PRINCE & THE NEW PO W ER GE NERATION 

What musician would not want to join Prince's band? You get to go around the 

world, ride in limos, wear wild clothes and play fantastic music. It's a nonstop 

party--but there's a downside, too. BY BILL FLANAGAN 

ENT'S 
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158 WHAT MAKES HAPPY MONDAYS 

SO HAPPY? 

A jug of funk, a loaf of rock and lots of drugs! What more could a Manchester 
baud require? We go drinking in the drizzle with the band that sticks up for 

those persecuted minorities—pushers and thieves. BY JON PARELES 

1-06 SONOS GUITAR SALESMEN HATE 

Warning: these riffs will make the instrument clerk your enemy. 

BY J.D. CONSIDINE 

WORKING MUSICIAN 

75 GUITAR JEFF RE 

He contributed stunning leads to Roger 

Waters' new album—but now Beck's in a 

nclon studio cutting an album of be-

bopped rockabilly. 
BY MATT RESNICOFF 

78 BASS STING 

After taking a vacation to play an easy 

instrument, Sting talks about going back to 

the bass—and picking up cello on the side. 

BY BILL FLANA GAN 

80 PIA NO 

HENRY BUTLER 

A taste of Gospel glory, a pinch of Bach and a 

mouthful of spicy bebop, all served on a nine-

foot Steinway. BY TOM MOON 

84 DRUMS KENNY BLEVINS 

St a claim without a big name. How a self-managed drummer keeps 

himself working without superstar connections. You should know this. 

BY KEN MICALLEF 

88 DEVELOPMENTS 

Expert witnesses Ace Frehley and Eddie Kramer get trpmpled 
underfoot, and Roland proves that guitar synthesis ain't dead. 

BY THE MUS ICIAN PEDAL PUSHERS 

11:»MEribilli.RVINIENIT 

a MASTHEAD 0 LETTERS 

5 FACES 
Screaming Trees make good, Jimmy Iovine 
makes another Christmas album. and Dada, 
Kyuss and Carmen Bradford say they never 

heard of you either. 

22 ON STAGE 
Morrissey takes Manhattan, anti Michelle 

Shocked recruits Taj Mahal and Uncle Tupe-
lo for a Rolling Thunder Revue of her own. 

93 RECORDINGS 
Neil Young parks his hot rod and climbs 
back up on the hay wagon for a ride down 
to Harvest country. ALo, Keith Richards 

and Ron Wood an holiday 

96 NEW RELEASES 

los READER SERVICE 

COVER 

Photograph by Frank W. Ockenfels 3 / 
Outline. Inset photo by Jeff Katz 

PHOTOGRAPHS: ( L) JEFF KATZ; (R ) DINO PETROCILLI/MWA D ECEMBER 1992 5 



Proof you can 
grow up without 
becoming square. 

Four years ago NI-IT introduced a literally off-the-wall 
approach to sound. Our compact Model 1 bookshelf 
speaker featured an acoustic technology called Focused 
Image Geometry. Its baffles slanted 21, projecting sound 
away from side walls and out into the listening area, 
dramatically improving the stereo image. It was a hit. 
Ever since then, people have expected more from us. 

Which is why we continue to incorporate this 
technology in a complete line of NHT loudspeakers, 
from our bookshelves to our elegant towers. 

We're older now, but at 21°, we're still pretty cool 

EVERYTHING YOU HEAR IS TRUE. 

N-fr 
111111111111111111111111r— 

Now I-Iear This, Inc., a subsidiary of Internation.,1 Jensen Incorporated, 537 Stone Rd., # E, Benicia, CA 94510. 
For the NUIT dealer nearest you: ( U.S.) call 1-8110-NNT-9993; (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd., (514) 631-6448. 
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Inspiration included_ 
There is mc.sic trapped inside you. So, you read a book. 

You take a walk. Desperate, you surround yourself with 
mo:ded-plaster 'ousts or history's great musical mentors. 

There exists a better solution. The PSR-SQ16, it is 
called. It has 269 automatic accompaniments, an 
on-board, 16-track sequencer and a 61-note, touch-
response keyboard. But wnat does it all mean? 

You can let that music out. You want some accompani-
ment? Take your pick. You want something a little 

riore original? Build it. (You can rea e anyaccom-

animent you can imagine.) You'r jut plain stuck? 
nstick yourself. This too can be 4.rranged. 

And yes, the S016 is equ:pped wih d4k drie, exten-
ive MIDI capabi'.ity and our distinctly supen r sound 
uality and playability. It is, after all, a Yamah 
Need more information? Go play the S 16 o call for a 

rochure. It's what Mozart would do. 
-800-932-0001, extension 300. ,P R-SQ16 



US TOO 

Bill Flanagan has produced 

some outstanding articles in his 

time, but he outdid himself with 

the U2 interviews (Sept. '92). It's 

articles like this that should en-

courage tabloid-shy musicians to 

talk about themselves and their art. 

Besides, you've gotta admire a guy 

who's willing to risk radioactive 

testicles for the sake of a story! 

Janine Mendes 

Diego Martin, Trinidad 

Damn it, Bill! Hanging with 

Prince, U2 and George Harrison 

all in one issue. You got a neat job. 

Marc Nichol 

Thank you for waking me up 

from this nightmarish disappoint-

ment over Achtung Baby. It was 

not the music that had upset me but 

rather the band's attitude. It was 

awkward to hear such change after 

they had revealed so much on The 

Joshua Tree, but I realize that break-

ing the surface was and has been the 

band's most challenging aspect and 

this time I forgot to follow through. 

Nina Hussain 

I've liked U2 since the War 

days—now I know why. The in-

tentional risk of radiation contami-

nation is beyond the calling of a 

rock band. Greenpeace and U2 

have left me awestruck by their 

commitment and sacrifice. 

Ann Arbor, MI 

Oh n000! Bono, not you too! 

Not another rock star that thinks 

he knows what it's like to be a 

"babe" (Pete Townshend—the 

first to admit it). Not until they 

have their period every month for 

about 30 years will either of them 

know what it's like! 

Jayne 

New York, NY 

After Bill Flanagan's article, I 

can honestly say my view of U2 

LETTIRS 
from here has changed. I still don't 

fully understand what makes them 

tick, but I do have a strong convic-

tion of what their music means. 

Ironically I also realize that half the 

time they're full of crap. Which is 

really okay, because half the time 

we're full of crap too. 

Paulina Garcia 

Denver, CO 

U2 has fallen into the "Who 

trap": They have become some-

thing that in their youth they 

preached against. 

Thomas Maton 

Fort Smith, AR 

HIGH PRAISE 

It was interesting to contrast the 

David Gilmour interview (Aug. 

'92) with the Bill Nelson/Robert 

Wyatt interview in the same issue. 

Gilmour talked more about fi-

nances and about Roger Waters 
than he did about music. Must be 

nice just to sit on your houseboat 

next to Townshend's place and 

leisurely think about your next pro-

ject, eh? In contrast, Wyatt and Nel-

son, despite their problems, are far 

more interested and alive to music 

and to the world than Gilmour. 

Mark Saucier 

New Orleans, LA 

Many young people are singing 

the praises of Axl and Madonna. 

Give me Robert Wyatt's "Moon in 

June," Old Rottenhat or Donde-

stan any day. 

Billy Baxter 

Richmond, VA 

Bill Nelson and Robert Wyatt 

made it very clear that the greatest 

success in life is personal success— 

the satisfaction and quality of one's 

work. For the independent musi-

cian, the music industry is not a 

beast to be conquered. It's an ox in 

the road, too stupid to get out of 

the way. 

Carl Weingarten 

St. Louis, MO 

Mac Randall should be com-

mended for his insightful, intelli-
gent interview of two men whose 

individual expression takes prece-

dent over everything. 

Richard Farquhar 

Atlanta, GA 

You should be commended for 

publishing a fascinating interview 

by two very important artists who 

compromise nothing. 

Mark Rushton 

Kansas City, MO 

Metaphorically, in the music biz 

supermarket you'll find the glossy 

romance novels (Madonna, C&C 
Music Factory) in the checkout 

lane alongside the comic books 

(Van Halen, Bon Jovi, etc.). The 

classic literature (R. Wyatt, B. Nel-
son), on the other hand, is on the 

dusty, private library shelves and in 

the unpublished manuscripts. 

David Hawkes 

Ripley, NY 

FAVORITE SOLOS 

Our Sept. '92 feature, "The 25 

Greatest Guitar Solos," drew a 

wide response, with most readers 

suggesting their own «Greatests." 

Here's a sample: 

"Crossroads"—Eric Clapton; 

Matthew Wester, Rohnert Park, 

CA; "Free Bird"—Lynyrd Skyn-

yrd; Neil Bennett, South Pittsburg, 

TN; "Statesboro Blues"—Duane 

Allman; Tom Heany, St. Peters-

burg, FL; "Evil Woman"—Spooky 

Tooth; Gary R. Ortleib, Detroit, 

MI; "Sympathy for the Devil"— 

Keith Richards; Mike Laskavy, 

Sun Valley, CA; "Let It Be"—John 

Lennon; Michael Macchi, Quincy, 

MA; "Sign Language"—Robbie 

Robertson; Stephen Robinson, 

Washington, DC 

PARKER RESPONDS 

Your review of my record 

(Burning Questions, Sept. '92) had 

some nice moments but also a few 

dodgy ones I must revile in print. 

Firstly you say this is a surprisingly 

strong album—surprisingly strong? 

From moi? Are you kidding? Then 

of course you have to drop that 

other songwriter's name, a weari-

some example of lazy journalism 

made worse when you say that on 

"Platinum Blonde" I "recreate" 

something by somebody I preceded 

by two albums, a fact you of course 

neglect to inform the reader. 

The last paragraph of your piece 

was a beauty, though, showing your 

enormous misjudgment of the 

depth of this record. To suggest I 

should stick a couple of throwaway 

songs on an album like this is like 
saying that the Sex Pistols should 

have done a few vaudeville tunes on 

Never Mind the Bollocks. What a 

strange idea! I'm sure neither my 

record company nor my fans would 

appreciate a couple of bananas pop-

ping up amidst the mayhem. Still, 

thanks for the thought, maybe it will 

be appropriate on the next one. 

Graham Parker 

London, England 

ERRADA 

The Complete Art Blakey Col-

lection, as well as any other fine 

Mosaic Records release, can be 

ordered by calling (203) 327-7111 

or contacting Mosaic Records, 35 

Melrose Place, Stamford CT 06902. 

Please send letters to: Musician, 

1515 Broadway, New York, NY 

10036. 

10 DECEMBER 1992 MUSICIAN 
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E BEGINNINQ" 

"In The Beginning" is a 

must-have collectors' 
item — an extraordinary 
recording of the first-
ever, live radio broad-
cast by Stevie Vaughan 
and Double Trouble. Be 
there on April 1, 1980, 
before he was signed 
to a record label (and 
before he went by 

"Stevie Ray"), for a rare 
and lasting testament 

to a talent that would 

go on to change 
guitar history. 

Also available 

on home video, 

"Live At The 

El Mocambo" 

from SMV. 

epic S M V 

  ISIS 

"Epic" Reg. U.S. Pat. IS Tm. Off. Marca 
Registrada./ e is .a trademark of Sony 

Music Entertainment Inc.! 
c 1992 Sony Music Entertainment Inc. 



( - 2.1) hen the legendary 
Nancy Wilson 

yells out, "Sing 

'chair to your every inspired 

phrase during your record party 

showcase at the Blue Note in New 
York and writes your debut al-

bum's liner notes, when jazz trum-

peter Bobby Bradford and song 

stylist Melba Liston are your par-

ents, and when your first profes-

sional singing gig is with the 

Count Basie Orchestra, you're ob-

viously born to swing. 

After a nine-year stint with 

Basie,Houston-bred jazz vocalist 

CARMtN BRADFORD 

Born to Swing 

Carmen Bradford, 30, has released 

Finally Yours, her diverse debut 

album. It showcases her full-bod-

ied pipes on standard chestnuts, 

early '70s R&B covers, Brazilian-

flavored originals and knockout 

big-band swing tunes arranged by 

Frank Foster, the current musical 

director of the Basie Orchestra. 

"My experience with Basie was 

a great education," the belting 

Bradford remarks in a hushed 

speaking voice. "But it was still 

very hard-traveled. I was on the 

road for 50 weeks a year but I only 

was onstage for 14 minutes during 

the show. It was definitely time for 

me to go. Singing solo now feels 

like a breath of fresh air." 

Her current solo status has also 

allowed Bradford to share her soul 

and ballad stylings with the world. 

"Working with a big band has in-

fluenced my sound a great deal. 

But growing up, my first loves 

were Motown, Aretha and Chaka 

Khan. I actually didn't learn to 

appreciate jazz standards until I 

was 13. It's funny, when I first 

started singing with Basie I would 

riff and run anywhere. But one 

night, Joe Williams, who was on 

the bill with us, said to me, 'You've 

got to make up your mind whether 

you're doing jazz or gospel, girl.' 

So, now when I'm doing blues I go 

to my R&B riffs, but if I'm doing 

serious ballads, I don't fool 

around. I try to tell the story." 

GORDON CHAMBERS 



SCREAMING TREES 
The Aesthetics of Oblivion 

2V ow that every-
one in the 

music business 

is looking to Washington (State) 

for direction, the Screaming Trees 

may finally get their due. With 

their sixth album, Sweet Oblivion, 

these eight-year veterans of the 

Seattle scene have produced their 

finest work yet. "We actually 

thought it might be our last rec-
ord," singer Mark Lanegan says, 

"'cause everyone was getting 

burnt. But now it feels like a new 

band." Bassist Van Conner agrees, 

but hopes any new converts will be 

drawn by the music itself rather 

than where it comes from. "This 

'Seattle sound' thing is so unin-

formed; I just read some paper say-

ing Sonic Youth were from Seattle." 

The Trees are different. Yes, 

they can summon up just as much 

distorto grandeur as any of their 

lumberjack-shirted counterparts, 

and Lanegan's weathered voice 

slightly resembles Kurt Cobain's. 

Yet songs like Oblivion's "Dollar 

Bill" have a vulnerability and sense 

of drama that set them apart from 

the gnmge pack. A love of '60s pop 
is also evident on the first single, 

"Nearly Lost You", while for a B-

side, the Trees pull out a faithful 

cover of the 1968 Small Faces clas-

sic "Song of a Baker." "We've 

ripped that song off so many 

times," Lanegan quips, "we felt we 

ought to do it." 

While making Oblivion, the 

band broke with tradition, record-

ing in New York rather than the 

West Coast, using a real producer 

(Don Fleming) and writing songs 

together—" all in one room, the 

Ishtar method," explains Lanegan. 

"It's good to get past everybody's 

egos and make a group effort," 

(1._ TO F2) 

M ARK LANEGAN 

(SEATED), 

VAN CONNER, 

GARY LEE CONNER 

AND BARRET r 

M ARTIN 

Conner says. "All four of us were 

more involved this time, and we 

decided, 'Let's forget about what 

we've done before and try a new 

approach.' The songwriting was 

important, but just being friends 

again was important too." 

MAC RANDALL 

We know who you are Maybe not your name, 
but we do have something in common We both 
know the importance of having the best possible 
mics and mixers working for you And, having already 
invested in the kind of big-name professional mics 
that dc real justice to your 
sound, you've been looking 
to procure a big-name pro-
fess.onal recorder/mixer 
that'll work with you and 
you - mics, without breaking 
the bank An affordable 
four-track like the new 
TASCAM 464 Portastudio 
It comes with four low-
impedance XLR balanced 
mic inputs, standard Which 
means no mic adaptors to 
deal with And 3-band 

TASCAM. 

eep midrange EQ circuits on all four mic inputs is 
'so standard 

But, wait There's more Like all the added versatility 
nd sophistication you get with the 464 Including a 
ual-point autolocator, plus return-to-zero Auto re-

hearse Auto punch-in/out 
And two additional stereo 
inputs, each with its own 
2-band shelving EQ. Plus dual 
effects sends Two stereo 
effects returns And a two-
speed transport with all sole-
noid-type controls for quick 
and reliable response All for 
only $899, suggested retail 

Come see your near-
est TASCAM dealer today 
and step up to the 464 
Portastudio 

c 1992 TEAC America, Inc , 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640 211726-0303 
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THE MUSICIANS 

GUIDE TO TOURING 

& PROMOTION 

Includes: major/indie A&R 

contacts, publishing 

companies, tape/CD 

manufacturers, as well as 

over 100 city listings 

featuring club contacts/ 

booking info, college & 

commercial radio, press 

contacts, music & equip-

ment retailers. Plus artist/ 

industry interviews, 

insights and advice. 

ONLY $6.95 EACH 

NEW: 1993 WHOLE 

GUITAR BOOK 

The all-new Whole Guitar 

Book features details on 

building a killer rig, tips 

on changing pickups and 

personalizing your sound, 

a forum with Satriani and 

Holdsworth, an in-depth 

look at the vintage guitar 

market, plus private 

lessons with Santana, 

Slash, Tuck Andress and 

many more. 

ONLY $4.95 EACH 
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An Owner 
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THE WHOLE 

GUITAR BOOK 

An in-depth look at 

hardware, woods, necks, 

effects, pickups, and how to 

buy an acoustic or an 

electric. Plus private lessons 

and sound advice from Joe 

Satriani, Mark Knopfler, 
Steve Vai, Leo Kottke, John 

McLaughlin and more. 

ONLY $4.95 EACH 

UNDERSTANDING 

MIDI 

The most popular and 

practical introduction to 

MIDI ever published. 

Whether you are just 

beginning or upgrading the 

gear you already have, this 

guide will help you get the 

most out of your MIDI and 

analog equipment. 

ONLY $4.95 EACH 

ORDER ANY TWO $4.95 SPECIALS FOR $5.90 OR ALL THREE FOR $ 12.50! 

ITftNS H fEU FUR 
Li MUSICIANS GUIDE TO TOURING & PROMOTION 

AT $6.95 EACH •($ 7.95 OUTSIDE THE U.S.) 

[I THE 1993 WHOLE GUITAR BOOK 

AT $4.95 EACH ($5.95 OUTSID E TH E U.S.) 

Li THE WHOLE GUITAR BOOK 
AT $4.95 EACH ($ 5.95 OUTSIDE THE U.S.) 

UNDERSTANDING MIDI 

AT $4.95 EACH $5.95 OUTSIDE THE U.S.) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

TOTAL ENCLOSED $ 

STATE 

Send your check or money order to 
MUSICIAN SPECIAL EDITIONS 
33 Commercial Street 
Gloucester, MA 01930 

PLEASE INDICATE NUMBER OF COPIES IN THE BOX NEXT TO TITLE. 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE & HANDLING. 
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e sounded like 

this when 

Soundgarden 

still had their amps on 2," says Josh 

Homme, guitarist of Kyuss 

(rhymes with pious), a non-grunge 

quartet from Palm Desert, Califor-

nia. So, even if you haven't heard 

of them yet, Kyuss precedes Seat-

tle, and they dread the prospect of 

their desert idyll suffering the same 

Day of the Locust descent of un-

derassistant West Coast promo 

men and the attendant corruption 

of a prematurely hyped scene. 

"If you have a butterfly in your 

hand," says Homme, " and you 

yell to your friends, `Hey, come 

here, I've got this beautiful butter-

fly,' then you open your hands to 

KYUSS 
Iron Butterfly 

show it around...it's gone." 

It may already be too late for 

Kyuss to keep that butterfly. Blues 

for the Red Sun, their second 

album, could have A&R men 

combing the cacti for Kyuss Jr. 

With the aid of producer Chris 

Goss, otherwise guitarist of Mas-

ters of Reality, they've come up 

with an original sound at an age 

(they range from 19 to 22) when 

most bands are still lost in their 

influences. Goss has given some 

shape to the metallic barrage that 

characterized their first album 

Wretch, and together they've creat-

ed a huge wall of mud, like a rain-

storm in the desert washing a 

mountain onto your town. A 

number of critics have heard a 

Black Sabbath precedent. "Sabbath 

had an interior sound," says singer 

John Garcia. "They were on that 

eerie Gothic trip. We're into heat, 

the earth. We're more affected by 

the environment." 

An environment of big bikes 

and mythic highways, not ecologi-

cal admonitions. They also like 

irony. The album's slowest cut, 

"Thong Song," echoes the refrain, 

"I hate...slow songs." 

"Lots of Josh's lyrics have that 

John Lennon touch," says drum-

mer Brant Bjork. "'Thong Song' is 

about the dumb kid with the Iron 

Maiden T-shirt who swears he 

hates slow songs, when that would 

be his favorite one." 

TIM TOMLINSON 

A conEcTIoN 

CLASSIC AND 

UNRELEASED •04\ 
FREDDIE MERCURY \ 

SOLO RECORDINGS 

FROM AN 

UNPARALLELED 

CAREER. 
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Tom Coster 
Geoff Downes 
Keith Emerson 
Edgar Froese 
Eddie Jobson 
Chuck LeaveII 
Peter Oxendale 
Greg Phillinganes 
Dave Stewart 
Rick Wakeman 
Gota Yashiki 

The Yellowjackets 
and Joe Zawinul 

bring :you 

"THE BEST OF THE 01/W." 

Thirteen of the world's most 
respected keyboard artists have 
created original sequences using 
only the Korg 01/Wfd, and they're 
available now on compact disc. 

Get this special limited edition 
Korg "Best of the 01/W" CD and 
hear your favorite musicians creat-
ing on their favorite workstation. 

C o py righ t 1992 Korg USA 

Send $3.50 to cover postage and 
handling to Department CDO, 
Korg USA, 89 Frost St., Westbury. 
NY 11590. You'll also get a copy of 
Pro View, Korg's new 80 page 
mag,azine. Act now because 
supplies are limited. 

And if you want to hear the 
01/W bring out the best in your 
music, audition one at your Korg 
dealer today. 

Please send check or money order and allow 
4 to 8 weeks for delivery. Offer good until 
February 28, 1993 or while supplies last. 

OEM 

KCIRG 01/W SERIES 



ON STAGE 

MORRISSEY IN 
MANIIATTAN 

HOSE WHO LOVE MOR-

rissey love him with such 

whole-hearted devotion that 

no criticism could dissuade 

them and no praise could further encourage 

them. In September I went to the Paramount 

in New York City to see Morrissey for the 

sake of the rest of us, rock fans who have 

never been able to reconcile Morrissey's pose 

of mopey ennui with our preconceptions 

about the minimum requirements of rock 'n' 

roll. We all know great rock can be nerdy— 

but the great nerd rockers have always been 

angry. We know great rock can be horno-erot-

ic, but the great gay rockers have been ex-

troverted. Morrissey confuses us because he 

adopts a languid, self-pitying "I'm going out in 

the garden and eat worms" pose that we associ-

ate with people who disdain rock 'n' roll and all 

us unwashed thugs who like it. 

So why is Morrissey held a rock hero in the 

hearts of half the population of England's 

disaffected bobos and America's freshman 

dorms? I have been to the Paramount and now 

I understand. Morrissey, who in his lyrics, on 

his albums and in his interviews shows self-

immolating weariness with the insensitivity of 

the world, comes alive in concert as a stomp-

ing, rocking, posing, [coned on next page] 

MICHELLE 
SHOCKED 

N
ICHELLE SHOCKED MADE 

one of the best albums of 

1992, Arkansas Traveler, 

and it didn't dent Billboard's 

Top 200, despite the fact that Mercury Rec-

ords asked Shocked to write a pop single to 

sweeten what the execs no doubt recoiled 

from when they heard it, an albumful of fid-
dle tunes forchrissake. Never mind that they 

were shrewdly rewritten, the point being to 

replow the heartland, to nurture tradition by 

reimagining it. 

At least Shocked managed to get her 

Arkansas Traveler Revue on the road, and 

into Carnegie Hall in October, in pretty good 

style. Taj Mahal was there, and a tight backup 

band, and folk-rockers Uncle Tupelo. De-

spite what must've been a trauma—the pull-

out of the Band, a big part of the Revue— 

Shocked was unfeignedly delighted to be at 

Carnegie Hall and responded with unphonily 

delightful music: the Texas reel "Cotton Eyed 

Joe" recast as "The Prodigal Daughter" to 

put some sharp questions to the old Bible 

story ("What's to be clone with the prodigal 

son/Welcome him home with open arms/But 

when a girl goes home with the oats he's 

sown/It's draw your shades and your shut-

ters"); the breakdown "Soldier's Joy," now a 

dirge about morphine-addicted Civil War 

veterans called "Shaking Hands"; "Custom 

Cutter," a new song [coned on next page] 
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The highest fidelity component 
in bass since the Hartke driver. 
MODEL 7000 MOSFET 350 Warm +350 WATTS 

WWI« 11,01ffliall 
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_ MODEL 3500 BASS AMPLIFIER MOSFET 350 WATT'S 

',VOL 119.1b 
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The Hartke Amp. 
Six years ago, we pushed technology to 

create the perfect speaker for bass. The Hartke 
aluminum cone driver gives bass players the 
sparkling clarity and detail they had always 
been missing with paper cone speakers. 

Now we've gone even further toward 
the ultimate bass setup. Hartke has designed 
a series of sophisticated new amplifiers with 
all the critical features you need to get total 
Hartke sound. 

Power. Our top-line Model 7000 rack-
mount amp pumps out 350 watts a side of 
crystal clear bass power into 4 ohms. 

Tone. The 7000 comes standard with 
both tube and solid state preamps. You can 
select tube for a brilliant, fat sound. Or solid 
state for more "edger And mix them together 
for dynamic new possibilities. 

_Hardie Systems distributed exclusively worldwide by: 
Samson Technologies Corp.. P.O. Box 9068, Hicksville, NY 11802-9068 
TEL ( 516) 932-3810 FAX (516) 932-3815 4'.) Samson Technologies Corp. 1991 

Sounds. We've included rotary bass and 
treble Contour controls to shape your overall 
sound. And a precise 10-band graphic EQ to 
fine-tune it. 

Control. The 7000 also has adjustable 
compression to add the exact amount of 
presence and sustain to your sound. And 
a variable crossover with a unique control 
that lets you get the right balance of highs 
and lows. 

Choices. If you don't need all that 
power for your bottom line, our model 3500 
delivers 350 watts mono into 4 ohms with 
all the extensive tone-shaping features 
of the 7000. 

Now the biggest sound in bass doesn't 
end with Hartke drivers. It starts with 
Hartke Amps. 

Hartke Systems 
Transient Attack »» 



SHOCKED 

about a farmer waiting, hall- nuts with Im-

patience, for the harvester to come. You can see 
why Shocked was so pissed when the execs 

weren't satisfied with the Arkansas Traveler 

songs; only, the one they asked her to add, 

"Come a Long Way," is the strongest of all, 
maybe the best she's ever written, a natural hit 

somehow blown. 

Shocked's a charismatic performer: boyishly 

sexy, with a beautiful full-throated old-timey 

voice she can unleash into a yowl; gawky in a 

charming way—the real thing. You'll always 

hear artists gush about playing Carnegie; 

Shocked managed to do it touchingly. Not only 

that, she pulled off a non-sickening family re-

union when she hauled out her mandolin-pick-

ing father, a little dude named Dollar Bill, and 

her fiddling brother, and announced that her 

grandma, convalescing from major surgery, had 

insisted on flying in: " She's seen me a million 

times, but she's never been to Carnegie Hall!" 

(After the show I spotted a very small lady 

backstage, clutching about a dozen programs.) 
Taj Mahal was a pleasure, too. I've seen this 

Back By Popular 
Demand... 
THEIR RECORDS SELL big and their concerts sell out. So have most of the 
issues we've published over the past ten years that featured the Bea-
tles and Rolling Stones. 

Now, available together for the first time, you can get eight of these 
rare and classic interviews in a single edition of the Best of MUSICIAN. 
From our 1980 Grammy nominated 
Paul McCartney interview that broke 
the Beatles' silence to the more re-
cent rumblings of the Stones, hear 
the stories as told by the artists 
themselves. They talk about their 
music, their mates and an era 
that may never be equaled in 
rock ' n' roll. 

Whether you're a hard-core 
collector or casual fan, you 
owe it to yourself to add Best 
of MUSICIAN to your collec-
tion. Pick up your copy today. 

Send $4.95 
(incl. p & h) to: 

Best of 
MUSICIAN 
33 Commercial Street 
Gloucester, Massachusetts 01930 

complicated man give angrily perfunctory 

shows, but tonight he was on, hopping from 

piano to guitar, recycling the blues with flair (he, 

too, is a rewriting fool, not too shy to rework 

Robert Johnson, and that's what folk music's all 

about, right?). He couldn't have ended his set in 

a more nakedly emotive, affecting way, bawling 

one word—"Corinna"—up into Carnegie's 

depths, over and over, as he faded out. 

The audience was once young with Taj 

Mahal, now they're not so young with him. 

Can folk music survive in the post-rock era? 

(Which is what I decided we're now in, watch-

ing Faith No More and Helmet the next night.) 

There were no kids at Carnegie, none; at 30, 

Michelle Shocked is younger than her fans. I 

hope her embrace of tradition doesn't land her 

in the margins, cynical and drunk and peddling 

homemade tapes in some dark cafe. 

-TONY SCHERMAN 

MORRISSEY 

sweating, handsome and scream-inducing star. 

This is powerful stuff. If I were a freshman 

writing a term paper I'd say, "The physical 

catharsis of the rock show is excused and justi-

fied by the elitism of the nominal subject mat-

ter." But as a rock critic trying to squeeze some-

body else's fun into the toothpaste tube of 

rock's narrow tradition, let me instead say, " It 

was like the Kinks!" 

No matter how pained and precious "You're 

the One for Me, Fatty" or "November 

Spawned a Monster" sound in the privacy of 

your bedsit, when they are played onstage with 

loud amps and frenzied fans, they turn into 

party music. That's especially potent for kids 

who rarely get invited to parties. 

The day after the Morrissey show I went to 

the football game with my colleague Charles 

M. Young. "How was Morrissey?" he asked as 

a 49er rammed his elbow into the neck of a Jet. 

"Strange," I said as a player was carried off 

the field. "The wimpy kids stood on their 

chairs and pumped their fists in the air and 

screamed and the wimpy singer ripped off his 

shirt. All the people who usually mock the big 

hairy-chested rock show had a big hairy-chest-

ed rock show of their own. It was touching. 

Like the Special Olympics." 

A 49er smashed into a Jets receiver before he 

had the football. We could hear bone snap. 

"Are you gonna put that in your review?" 

Young asked. 

"Nah, I'd never say that in print," I said as we 

stood up to get a look at the injury. "It's too mean." 

"If you don't write it," Young said, "you're 

the wimp." -BILL FLANAGAN 
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won't give this' Guy lues. 

I They say you've got to suffer if you want to, lues. But Grammy-

winning bluesrnan Buddy Guy never has to suffer the glitches, dropouts 

and breakdowns of the wireless blues, thanks to 4he Shure LS114 Wireless 

Guitar System. S Buddy's wireless system featurtel»ure's unique 

MARCAD" diversity circuitry. It combines the signals from both diversity 

channels to produce the strongest possible reception — in contrast to ordi-

nary diversity systems, which simply tween channels. MARCAD 

reception virtually eliminates dropout even when you're leading your 

band from the parking lot, like Bud  It's your assurance of great 

wireless performance, night after night. S And of course, Shure s legendary 

sound and reliability come standard. $ If you're looking to 

ert,t lose those old wirel.es§ blues, see your local Shure 

• 

dealer and play a few licks through 

an L Series Guitar Wireless with MARCAD 

diversity. For more information, call 1-800-25-SHURE. 

The Sound of the Professionalsz...Worldwide.1 
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THE PROFESSIONAL'S PERSONAL PROCESSOR 
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THE LEXICON PCM -10: BIG STUDIO PERFORMANCE ON A PERSONAL STUDIO BUDGET 

For over 20 years, audio professionals have relied on the superb quality 

and control of Lexicon Digital Effects Processors. So much so that today, 80°0 of 

the most successful productions are processed with a lexicon. 

Designed especially for the discriminating 
musician and recording engineer, the legendary 

PCM-10 offers brilliant sound quality lit has the 

algorithms as the acclaimed 224XL) — and 

Lexicon's exclusive Dynamic MIDI control. Since 

1986, the artist-friendly ' 70 has set the standard 

for processing effects and MIDI control which 

remains unrivalled by any other brand. 

On the job, the ' 10 gives you the vital sound 

effects you need. Superb, lush reverbs. Shimmer-

ing 6- voice chorusing. Mind- altering multi- band 
delays. With a PCM-70 in your rack, any ordinary instrumental or vocal track can 

be instantly rescued from mediocrity— effortlessly, because the ' 10's front panel 

con Pro 

is designed for creative people who want unique, useful results. Does this mean 

there's a Nerd- gratifying interface with a plethora of inspiration- killing buttons? 

Of course not. 

The '7G is renowned for its reverb; chambers, 
halls, plates gates and inverse room - great 

sounds for primary lead vocals or percussion 

tracks. Undoubtedly, you've heard the PCM-10 

on : hart- topping songs or seen it lurking in a 

favorite player's stage rack. It'; no surprise that 

in the worlds best recording itudios f/arge 

wail) the FCM-10 has earned a reputation as 

the professional musician's most useful effects 

processor. 
When you audition a PCM-10 at your Lexi-

Audio dealer, check-out our survisingly affordable LXP Series too. 

Whichever you choose, any Lexicon will deliver the finest sound available. 

HEARD IN ALL THE RIGHT PLACES 
_EXICON INC ., 100 BEAVER STREET, WALTHAM, Ma, 02154-8425 TEL: ( 617) 736-030C F . (617) 891-0340 



BOB WEIR: THE 

DEAD ARE ALIVE 
" 

1111 I ENSIBLE PURPOSE OF THE NEW YORK EVENT WAS A PRESS 

w. c 

There was an eerie déjà vu to the situation. Almost six years earlier to the day 

of Garth's August 4 collapse, he had suffered a diabetic coma. And that was not 

long after h reportedly cleaned up from eight years of heroin use. (The incen-

screening of the Grateful Dead's new video documenta,ry, Backstage Pais, with 

Bob Weir and director Justin Kreutzmann in attendance. But the question hung 

in the air, thick as pot smoke at a Dead show. Unasked, it was so deafening that 

Dead spokesperson Dennis McNally felt he had to address the issue even before 

the screening began. Jerry Garcia is alive and well, he told the invited audience, 

and that's that. 

Well, not quite. You can't just defuse four weeks of intense anxiety with a pat 

statement. After all, we're not talking here about the President of the United 

States; we're talking about the idolized lead guitarist of a legendary band—a 

band that lives by its touring and had recently cancelled dates due to Garcia's 

"exhaustion"—and a band that wouldn't confirm whether the 50-year-old gui-

tarist's condition was serious. 

BY SCOTT ISLER 

"When Jerry comes 

onstage next time, 

there will be rumors 

it's not him." 

tive was a drug bust.) It's been a while since the 

stocky, gray-bearded Captain Trips looked like 

he was capable of navigating anything other 

than a reindeer-driven sleigh. 

Backstage Pass itself reinforces what a pre-

cious cultural resource Garcia and the Dead are. 

Although an unDeadly short 35 minutes, it 

manages to traverse the band's career in six 

songs and a welter of footage. The newest per-

formance shows Garcia and Weir, both on 

acoustic guitars, and electric bassist Phil Lesh all 

seated while playing Bob Dylan's "She Belongs 

to Me"—the Grateful Dead unplugged. 

Official reassurance notwithstanding, the 

media still had Jerry questions for Weir after the 

screening. " He's really in much better health 

than he's had for a long time," the rhythm gui-

tarist patiently responded. "When you see him 

next time you won't recognize him." This 

remark may not have had its intended effect. 

Part of the mystery is that Garcia hasn't been 

heard from since before his illness. Wouldn't a 

statement from the guitarist himself help douse 

the rumors? 

"I think he just doesn't want to hassle it," 

Weir says after the media menschen have shuf-

fled out of the screening room. " I think he'd just 

rather let his actions speak for themselves when 

he comes out and plays and looks good." 

In the meantime, however, speculation is 

likely to run riot. "People are going to say what 

they're going to say," Weir sighs fatalistically. 

"I've heard some amazing rumors. When Jerry 

comes out onstage next time, I'm sure there will 

be rumors going around that that's not him. The 

more outrageous the rumor, the more believable 

it is to certain people." 

Weir had just wrapped up his own tour in 

August when he called the Dead office and 

learned Garcia was sick. "A lot of people in our 

office were inclined to take it a little more serious-

ly than I am. I've been there. We've been through 

this before. For some reason this is the kind of 

thing I don't take particularly seriously. There's 

nothing you can do about it. But also I have a 

great deal of faith in Jerry's constitution. I just 

don't see him disappearing in the near future." 

Such optimism flies in the [coned on page 30] 
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THE RESURRECTION OF 

CHARLES LLOYD 

II NTIL A FEW MONTHS AGO, CHARLES LLOYD HAD AN IDENTITY PROB-
lem, at least among jazz fans. The problem was that no one was paying attention to 

him anymore. Then came his fateful performance at the John Coltrane tribute during 

the 1992 JVC Jazz Festival in New York, where his volcanic, telepathic playing along-

side Coltrane vets Elvin Jones and McCoy Tyner was generally regarded as an apex of 

the event. Stirring a steamy lather of ideas and intensity, swaying as if in a gust of inspi-

ration, closing his eyes but not his ears, he provoked thunderous reactions from both 

listeners and press. Suddenly Lloyd was back among the living, anointed with the holy 

mantle of a "comeback" Thus saith the New York Times, even. 

But what has Lloyd been doing since he shook the music world—both ia77 and 

BY JOSEF WOODARD 

People thought, 

"He's too far out to 

think about." 

pop—in the late '60s, and helped launch the career 

of a restlessly gifted young pianist named Keith 

Jarrett? For after disbanding that '60s quartet at 

the height of its popularity, Lloyd seemed to sim-

ply disappear from the jazz scene. And while his 

re-entry actually began in 1981, when the 17-year-

old French prodigy Michel Petrucciani knocked 

on his door in Big Sur, and Lloyd has gone on to 

record two albums with Petrucciani and two oth-

ers under his own name, until the Coltrane tribute 

few fans seemed to be paying attention. 

This makes Charles Lloyd smile. "All people 

know is what Freddie Hubbard said: 'Charles 

Lloyd? He's up on a hill meditating somewhere,'" 

he says. " People thought, 'He's too far-out to 

think about.' But I never lost my humor about it. 

Because sometimes, from a far place, from a place 

of quiet, you can get a lot done." 

Today Lloyd lives much of the year on a hilltop 

property in Montecito, California—an affluent 

burg adjacent to Santa Barbara—in a modest 

hacienda of a house on 10 acres. The panoramic 

view, with the Pacific Ocean spread out below, is 

to die for, or to live for. Here, Lloyd meditates and 

acquiesces to his spiritual guru, Rama Krishna; he 

practices his tenor and writes music; he does busi-

ness and checks on the real estate investments 

which have secured his future; he lives quietly with 

his wife, the artist Dorothy Darr, and his dog Josie. 

The call for Lloyd's JVC fest appearance came 

from organizer Bill Cosby, a longtime fan, who 

thought the saxophonist would "bring something 

special" to the affair. It's an understandable conceit, 

for at his best, Lloyd taps into the Coltrane canon 

for his rubato extrapolations and impressionistic 

modal washes over sustained, suspended chords. 

His playing is gauzy, but energized with harmonic 

tension and musicality. 
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When you set out to unearth some strange and startlirg 

sounds, start with a tape that's truly out of this world. 

That's the philosophy of Mark Mangini who, as the 

head of Weddington 

Productions, created 

the sound effects for 

major science-fiction 

thrillers such as Star 

Trek, Gremlins and 

Poltergeist, just to 

name a few. 

Mark now relies 

on Sony 

Pro DAT 

PDP-90/ 

The new Sony Pro DAT Plus 
and unique album arse. used in fantasy and horror films," says Mangini. 

People like Mark put Sony's engineers in the right spirit to 

two-tape album case to protect your Plus tape for recording and archiving his one-of-a-

kind sounds and hat.ntingly beautiful melodies. 

"The low error rate and consistent reliability 

of Sony Pro DAT Plus is critical in our search 

to capture and preserve the unusual sounds 

See, (rep.. elà•ano berg key leevirelede ..1h. DA - • • Aped. 

M
I
 

continually expand the boindaries of our digital audio tape 

technology. The proof is found in our new Pro DAT Plus. 

Ultra fine rietal particles help deliver improved playback 

output in addition to 

a superior S/N ratio, 

while special binders 

and surface treatments 

help to achieve error 

free performance in any 

natural or supernatural 

environment. 

You'll also discover 

a heat-resistant shell, 

anti- static lid and new 

tapes from things that go 

bump in the night And an er3sure prevention tab to make sure 

you won't accidentally lose your "voices': 

As Mark Mangini knows a auality tape 

lifeblood of any post sound company. He also 

knows that with new Sony Pro DAT Plus, life 

at Weddinglon Productions is 2 lot less scary. 

library is the 

SONY 
SONY RECORDING MEDIA 



NOISEMAKERS 

SPIN DOCTORS' 

ROCK ' N' ROLL REMEDY 

L TO R: AARON COMES 

ERIC EI CHENKMAN AND 

RK W HITE, 

B BARRON 

ACK WHEN WE WERE WORKING CLUBS, WE CALLED IT OUR GOOD 

old days," remembers Spin Doctors guitarist Eric Schenkman. "Now we're play-

ing theaters and trying to bring back that same vibe, so we've christened this the 

new good old days." 

He's entitled to smile. A year after the release of Pocket Full of Kryptonite, New 

York's Spin Doctors recently had the unlikely pleasure of seeing their overlooked 

studio debut blossom into a hit. Most unproven bands would long ago have given 

up the album for dead, but this cool quartet has gone from also-ran to headliner. So 

how does an honorable flop become a gold record? Divine intervention? Satanic 

bargain? Try good old-fashioned hard work, in the form of endless touring, 

enhanced by belated radio interest. 

"Our record company said right up front that they weren't gonna hype us," ex-

plains extra-skinny singer Chris Barron between forkfuls of salad at a Manhattan Ital-

ian restaurant. "They put us out on the road and allowed us to build up a following." 

An ingeniously simple strategy, because once exposed to the music, anyone 

with ears can tell Spin Doctors are a superior rock 'n' roll band. Best known for 

Kryptonite's mean-spirited radio hit " Little Miss Can't Be Wrong" (more about 

that later), the guys twist catchy pop tunes into intriguing shapes. While Barron's warm, sunny 

vocals stake out the melody, Schenkman alternates fat, chugging chords with lightning-bolt guitar 

solos, anchored by the uncommonly deft rhythms of bassist Mark White and drummer Aaron 

COMM. The songs range from three minutes to 10, from spacious '60s psychedelia to curt nouveau 

funk, but the Doctors always seem to know where they're headed. 

It's the day before a big gig at Roseland, unofficially commemorating Spin Doctors' emergence as 

stars, and the boys are on dinner break, in the middle of rehearsing lesser-known tunes from their 

BY JON YOUNG 

"A crowd has big 
slow thoughts. I can 

read its mind." 

poi ttollo oi oi iginak. 1 he better to give the 

hometown crowd a memorable night, notes 

Schenkman. "We have a reputation now for 

having a good live show, so people expect a lot. 

We owe it to them to do the best we can." 

Delivering the goods onstage has been the 

Doctors' credo since they started practicing 

nearly four years ago. "We didn't want to start 

by shopping around demo tapes," recalls 

Schenkman. "This band was designed to pay the 

rent, if at all possible, so that we wouldn't have 

to go to work in the morning. We knew we had 

to gig to survive, and within about a year we 

weaned ourselves off our day jobs. 

"I remember us saying, `Do you think we 

have a sound?' We were freaking out because we 

thought we had a sound. It's hard to describe 

how amazing that feeling is." 

Artistic fulfillment manifested itself in subtle 
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FAITFIt AND N$T1NC 
THAT'S ALL YOU NEED TO W1i41 

BON JOVI'S new album is KEEP THE FAITH. 7 ercury Records and Musician Magazine want 
you to write your own review of BON JOVI'S fir t album of the 90's. Tell us why you think 

KEEP THE FAITH is a hit, and we'll print the best submission in the pages of Musician. Winner 

also gets: A subscription to MUSICIAN MAGAZINE & 25 POLYGRAM CDs of the winner's choice. 

WE HAVE FAITH IN BON JOVI. YOU WILL TOO. 

Enter the "KEEP THE FAITH" contest by December 31, 1992. 

Send all entries to: 

KEEP THE FAIT I CONTEST 

c/o MUSICIAN MAGAZINE 

1515 Broadway, 39th Floor, New York, NY L0036 

The first BON JOVI Album of the 90's. In stores November 3. 

All entries must be typerreittsr and postmarked by December 31. 1992. Contest open only to U.S. residents. Employees and 

their farnilies isf Musician filisagazine and PolyGrarn Records, Inc. and their adaertising and promotion agencies are not eligible. 

No p-irchsse necessary. Void here peohibited by law. Entries will be judged an compositi•n and creativity. All entres become 

property of Musician Magazine and will not be returned. Musician Magazine and PolyGrana Records. Inc. assume no liabilities 

resulting from the use of these prizes. Prizes cannot be exchanged or redeemed for cash value. All entries must include name, 

address and phone number. All entrants 18 and under must include purent or legal guardian's full name on entry. 
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"Roger gave you an interview 

of surprise in Dave Gilmour's 

?" There was a slight lilt 

customarily baronial tone. 

'1"Well, yeah," I said, " he has a wonderful new album 

about media desensitization and the self-destrutipn of 

the human race." "Had he seen the article you did 

about me?" "He had. He was a bit miffed by o e of 

the things you said, in fact." %>1 " If someone sa d such 

things about me," Dave laughed, " I'd sue them." Such 

things would have burned Roger's ears off ever- if. C1 

never seen them. Of course, e had. I'd faxed him some 

pre-publication excerpts as an invitation to rebut the tales 

h VATT RESMOOFF 
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fliCCPE121(111STIess and delusions Dave told in a any songwriter can do, he knows you just can't fight city hall. Though God 

of London—I'd have been in with them breaking heads, and if I could 

destroy their right to free speech I would have. There comes a time when 

you have to stand your ground and say, `What that guy's printing is 

wrong.' You can't climb onto cattle trucks shouting `Everybody's entitled 

to their opinion.' No fuckin' way—they're not entitled to that opinion. 

However, I'm very anti-People Who Try And Stop Us Saying 'Fuck' On 

The Radio, because that is smokescreening. 

"I was in L.A. for the riots.I didn't watch TV much, but I watched occa-

sionally to see people having dialogues in the streets. I found it fantastic." 

"I thought the dialogues were disheartening," I said. " In front of the 
smashed stores, people blithely looting and smiling." 

"That didn't worry me. What was interesting was that they would take 

anything—it didn't matter what—and then come out and 
wave at the cameras on the way to the car. I thought that was 

actually rather heartening." 

"Jeez..." 

"Because it showed you they weren't ashamed; it was like 

they were shopping, they just weren't spending any money. 
It made you realize their lives were such that they didn't feel 

any guilt, at the time. Apparently a lot of them did later on: 

`Hang on, maybe that was stealing.' Maybe I'm talking out 

of my ass, but I get a sense that in tough, downtrodden com-

munities like south central L.A., a large part of the popula-

tion have adopted some Christian ethic, and are very moral, 
proper American people who probably hang onto church 

and what that means in far more Christian ways than 

George Bush does. George Bush says, `Jesus wants us to go 

murder people in Iraq. I happen to know that. We can go do 

whatever we like, secure in the knowledge that Jesus is on 

our side.' What a load of crap. A lot of those people are 

going, `I don't think Jesus wants us to rob. Jesus wants us to 

help people,' all that passive stuff. So I had a lot of respect 
for the people stealing stuff and waving at the cameras. 

"What happened with Rodney King was just a bunch of bullies beating 

somebody up. It was pure, simple West Side Story. It had nothing to do 

with the law. L.A. is an unbelievably racist town, and it's exacerbated by 
the influx of a recently arrived, economically strong Asian community. I 

had people not too far from the making of this record complaining about 

all the Japanese in their kid's school. Whose land is this? Is it any more 

yours than it was the Indians'? And why is it any more yours than the 

Japanese's, just because you're of European descent? You're all Americans. 

There's a weird thing developing about the Japanese just because they're 

good at making cars. Well, wake up! You taught them! You went in there 
after World War II and said, `Guys, this is how you do it.' You destroyed 

their ancient culture, if you like. All right, they were a warlike people; they 
were expansionist—it's inevitable. That's what happens when you get a 

powerful and intelligent people who live on a tiny island. They learned 

how to do it, and they're doing it within the law. So just swallow it!" 

"Well," I said, swallowing, "forgive me, but the same argument can be 

used to justify the recent actions of Gilmour, Mason and Wright." 
"How?" 

"'You taught them, you introduced the industry, they're expanding within 

the law.' Look at Pink Floyd as an industry, an institution; it continues, takes 

its lumps, absorbs your disdain. That you see it as a fraud parallels American 
prejudice against a cheap Japanese product Slicker version, cheaper price." 

"I don't...for you to work for a magazine called Musician and attempt to 

make that connection shows how desperate you are to get me to talk about 

Pink Floyd. I can't make a connection between what I do...writing songs 

and recording them, making films, putting on rock 'n' roll shows, whatever 

it is I might want to do—I started writing poems and a bit of prose as 

well—I think that's intrinsically different than making automobiles. I don't 

see Dylan Thomas and Henry Ford as being in the same business. One tries 

to explain our condition, and by virtue of explaining it to himself, explains it 

to the rest of us, and the other is making motorcars, which explain nothing." 

WHAT NEED HAS Roger Waters for subjection to such "journalism"? 

Like Benny, a put-upon character from his second solo record Radio 

K.A.O.S., he's been treated somewhat unjustly; Benny throws a rock in 

protest and goes to prison, while his crippled brother, who can receive 

radio waves telepathically, prevails and changes the world. In this futuristic 

"I A. ES ASS F. IL. A It .Ft . 

I • IT 1E ME. ‘r Ft F. L. A. It iLerir 'WHIM GI " 

WATERS, MASON 

BARRETT AND 

WRIGHTi ' s 

sketch, the innate desire to communicate is rewarded, if not with approval, 

then with peace. Waters' most optimistic, stylized statement was rewarded 

with the distinction of being the least memorable thing he's ever done. 
"You're absolutely right," he said. " I allowed myself to get pushed down 

roads that were uncomfortable for me. I should never have made that 

record, Matt. I love some of the songs—'Home' is one of the best things I've 

ever written. 'The Powers that Be' is great. And it comes out icky-prissy, 

because it's sequenced. I remember the producer saying one day, 'Oh no— 

that sounds old-fashioned,' and alarm bells went off in my head. 
"After my experiences with Pros and Cons and KA.O.S.—I would play 

in Cincinnati to 2,000 people in a 10,000-seat hall while my colleagues were 
playing in a football stadium down the road to 80,000 people, and it was a 

bit galling. But what I cling to from that KA.O.S. tour is kind of like Henry 

V—`The fewer guys in the battle, the greater share of glory.' I like the fact 
that to those 2,000 people in that hall—and there were loads of them all over 

the middle west—it was kind of a little exclusive club. Because the people 
who came were fans. There was a strong feeling of connection I got." 

Roger's colleagues Dave Gilmour, Nick Mason and Rick Wright—in 

that order—continued as Pink Floyd after Waters declared the group cre-

atively bankrupt in 1986 and began full-time work on his first solo album 

The Pros and Cons of Hitchhiking. The album's story came to Roger in the 

same writing spurt as The Wall seven years earlier, and though it was the 

less autobiographical, was rejected by the group. 

The biggest creative conflict Waters experienced during Pink Floyd's lat-

ter years was over two versions of The Wall's "Comfortably Numb," one 
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used to sing harmonies, but rarely sang any lead 

on his own. So the three of us sang. That's what 

being in a group's about: You all do what you can 

for the greater good. That's the buzz, as anybody 

who's ever been in a group will tell you. Of 

course he had to sing my stuff, because he doesn't 

write...but that's okay. It's all right for some-

body to write and several people to sing." 

"When Rick was expelled in 1979," I said, 

"the band dynamic changed; a rock quartet los-

ing its keyboardist leaves a very crucial element 

of its sound to an outsider, like a session player. 

That alone is a real indication that you were 

effectively disbanding the group even then." 

There was a very, very long pause. 

"I think you could say that `Wish You Were 

Here' was written, partially specifically about 

Syd, but largely about my sense of the absence of 

one from another, and from the band. So as far as 

I'm concerned, Wish You Were Here was the last 

Pink Floyd album. The Wall was my record and 

so was The Final Cut, and who played or didn't 

play on it—though I don't want to belittle Dave's 

contribution to The Wall. He played some great 

stuff, and wrote a couple of great guitar riffs as 

well: `Run Like Hell,' the intro to 'Young Lust.' 

SOUL ASYLUM 
...ONE OF THE MOST CRIMINALLY 

UNDERRATED BANDS OF THE '80s... 

SOUL ASYLUM HAS PROVEN ITS 

METTLE, AND NOW WE ALL GET TO 

DANCE ON THE GRAVE." -SPIN  

... SHORT ON POSING AND 

ON THE KIND OF RAPPORT 

CAN ONLY ARISE FROM 
WORK, SHARED HISTORY 

it LONG 

THAT 

HARD 
AND 

MUTUAL RESPECT...ONE OF THE 

BEST BANDS AROUND." -MUSICIAN  

"GRAVE DANCERS UNION" 
THEIR COLUMBIA DEBUT FEATURING 

SOMEBODY TO SHOVE . 

JOIN 

PRODUCED BY 

MIXI BY 

COLUMBIA 

U P. 

MICHAEL BEINHORN. 

"ANDY WALLACE. 

PHOTOGRAPH 0 JAN SAUOLIF 1992 C 0 ART UNLIMITED. AMSTERDAM 

FROM THE 800A: LOVE. LIFE. DEATH OTHER SUCH TRIFLES. 
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But by and large, those records were nothing to 

do with anybody but me. And certainly Ezrin's 

contribution to The Wall was far greater than 

anybody in the band. He and I made that record 

together. And he was a great help. You know, 

Rick had drifted out of range by that point. 

"In 'Wish You Were Here,' we weren't there. 

All of us at different points had left, and I think in 

a way that's why it's a good record, because it 

honestly expresses that. The reason The Wall is a 

good record is because it's an honest autobio-

graphical piece of writing of mine. And the 

machinery in place that enabled me to make that 

record was good. But it was only machinery by 

then; there was no question of there being a 

group anywhere. And the same with The Final 

Cut. And with the next one. And clearly, the 

problem with the next one is that it's a lot easier 

to replace a keyboard player than a writer. And if 

you don't write, it's very hard to produce art. 

You can do it, but it's really hard—you have to 

get other people to write it for you. And then it 

becomes really, really difficult. I suspect. That's 

not something I've had to do, because I write. 

That's the only way I can answer this specific 

question about Rick. You know, Rick had left 

long before the summer of '79—long, long be-

fore. He was gone. We split up years before. And 

it wasn't the unilateral and heinous, wicked thing 

that gets described in the unofficial histories." 

"Do you take solace in the fact that a band 

shaped by your writing could continue so suc-

cessfully as an institution?" 

"What's all this about an institution wanting to 

continue? How does the institution suddenly 

develop a personality and an ego? Do institutions 

make decisions about what they want to do? Insti-

tutions are controlled by individuals. It's not an 

institution. Pink Floyd has no feelings—it's two 

words. I mean, it only exists as a label to describe 

something. I would prefer that it was used to 

describe what happened between 1965 and 1977, 

but that's not the case. It is being used to describe 

other things. Well, so be it. I made an attempt to 

stop that happening. I thought it was wrong that 

that label be used to describe something other than 

what I felt was the real deal, which was a group 

that Dave Gilmour and Nick Mason and Rick 

Wright and myself and Syd Barrett, in one form or 

W
MRS' bass is a Fender Precision, 

run through two 200-watt Hiwatts 

and Purpose-built cabs with woofers 

on the bottom and midrange horns 

on top. He strings with Rotosounds. 
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distinguished 
tradition of its founder, 
G & L has perpetuated 
the art of fine instrument making." 

Kebin Ahrens, The Music Paper 
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another, were all part of over a period of 20-odd 

years. That's all. The institution hasn't decided 

anything. Various other institutions have." 

ROGER TOOK A break, returned to the den and 

asked to run the recorder. "You can draw a line 

between what I'm interested in and what I'm not 

interested in," he said. "On one side you can name 

Dylan and Lennon, who observe the world and 

have feelings, and write songs directly from those 

feelings. On the vapid side you have pop groups 

who need material and write songs to fill the hole, 

rather than getting somebody else. But they might 

just as well get somebody else, because it's a manu-

facturing process. It's not poetry, because it 

doesn't spring from their heart or guts or wherev-

er John Lennon's or Dylan's songs came from. 

And in my view—I seem to always wind up 

attacking poor Phil Collins," he laughs, "but it's 

only because he's so visible—he's symptomatic of 

an awful lot of it. He might well disagree and so 

might his fans, but the feeling I get is that he's pre-

tending to be a songwriter or a rock 'n' roller. It's 

an act. That's why it's unsatisfying. And those 

videos underscore that feeling. If you cared about 

what you were doing, you would not be able to do 

KING OF HEARTS 
the new album from 

ROY ORBISON 
There wasn't enough time in his life to contain all the music he had to 

make, the stories he had to tell. 
• 

Presenting KING OF HEARTS, ten great tracks--some rare, some unreleased 
and some newly produced—including six from the all-star sessions that 

became the platinum album MYSTERY GIRL. 
• 

Produced br T Bone Burnett, Don Was, Jeff Lynne and Robbie Robertson and including 
"Crying, the Grammy-winning duet wFith k.d. lang, this is Roy Orbison's crowning 

achievement, the record of a lifetime. 

Still working for the Ilan. 1992 Virgin Records America, Inc. 

that silly walk, one behind the other, because you 

would find it impossible to ridicule your work in 

that way. 'Mister Picasso, we think it would sell 

this work if you hung by your heels from a crane 

and held it upside-down with your trousers 

down.' Pablo's not gonna do that because he's seri-

ous about what he does. Just a passing thought. 

That's taken over an awful lot of the business. You 

could say, Well, why shouldn't it?' Absolutely no 

reason, so long as it doesn't take over and squeeze 

out the Lennons and Dylans because they're too 

good for it. They won't take their trousers down 

and do silly walks on the beach." 

When Roger sings "God wants Semtex," it 

sounds like "God wants subtext," which could 

just as well be the pivot for his concept, and the 

last five years of his career. " `Semtex' is, in Eng-

land, almost in common usage like `Hoover,'" he 

said. " It's the most popular plastic explosive. 

Semtex was used to blow down Pan Am 103, 

and set against the other lyrics, 'sedition,' sex' 

and `freedom,' it's shocking. But with all due 

respect to the people who lost relatives on the 

flight, what's really shocking is that the guys 

who put the Semtex on the plane were also 

doing what God wanted. They were fighting for 
freedom and for God in the same way as the 

American pilots who incinerated those people 

fleeing on the road to Basra. I can't turn my cam-

era, or my brush, away from those ironies. They 

become the stuff of news stories, we assimilate 

them and we become inured to the horror. Of 

course, the women and children on Pan Am 103, 

and all the soldiers and their families on the road 

to Basra—maybe 2000 families—are completely 

fucked, for the rest of their lives. And who 

gains? What's the point? It confuses me." 

"Is it less cathartic to write about subjects that 

present themselves so clearly, that can't really be 

transmuted by your art?" 

"I don't know. I like working. Not all the 

time—I like fishing as well, and all kinds of other 

things. But I enjoy the process. As I said, I've been 

writing some poetry and prose, and what a sur-

prise that is: You write, you read it, you say, 'This 

is all right, I think. I don't know; maybe it's not.' I 

always question stuff I do. There's a moment after 

making a demo of a song and sticking it on in the 

car when I really get off on it, but it doesn't last 

very long. And then when it's in a finished record 

and you listen to it once or twice, it's there, but 

again, it doesn't last. I think it is in the nature of all 

people who do these things—in the Lennon, the 

Dylan, the Pete Townshend manner, that come 

from the heart—that the gratification doesn't stay 

with you and you feel compelled to go start the 

process all over again. I think that is the burden all 

artists carry around." 
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The Set Of A Lifetirn 
The long-awaited compilation from 

the creators of the Chess Box Sets 

and Billie Holiday: The Complete Decca 

Recordings (winner of two Grammy 

Awards) paints the definitive por-

trait of a living legend. ê$, 77 tracks 

for 5 hours of classic blues, includ-

ing his first-ever recording, 1949's 

"Miss Martha King" 30 tracks on 

compact disc for the first time ever 

B.B.'s greatest hits, 19 rarities, 

including 7 previously unreleased 

êe. 72-page color booklet featuring rare photos, liner notes and a 

first-person commentary by B.B. on his life 

It's nothing less than the royal treatment. 

BRKing Ile KING OF THE BLUES 

MCA. 
Available On MCA Compact Discs Or fliQ Cassettes 

NICAD4-10677 © 1992 MC Records, Inc. 
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ROWLAND 
PlIOTOGRAPIIS BY MIS ( ARROLL 

ENEH CHERRY LEFT 

school at 14, joined a band at 

16 and had her first child, 

Naima, at age 19. Now 28, 

she's performed and recorded 

three albums with the British 

ayant-funksters Rip Rig and 

Panic, lived in London, Swe-

den and New York, put to-

gether an international smash 

hit, " Buffalo Stance," that 

deftly fit rap's political brain 

into hip-hop's dancing shoes, 

enjoyed critical and commer-

cial kudos with her debut 
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album, Raw Like Sushi, and brought into the world a sec-
ond daughter, Tyson, whose father, Cameron McVey, a.k.a. 
Booga Bear, is Cherry's closest musical collaborator and the 
co-producer of her brand-new record, Homebrew. 

So Neneh, do you ever get the feeling you're moving at 
a faster pace than everyone else? "No, I feel a lot slower!" 
she laughs. "Cause I'm a Pisces and I really vague out. I 
don't always do the amount of things I should; sometimes 
I don't even read for months. And I'm definitely not the 
most serious person in the world. 

"But I also feel I've got to get on with my stuff here, 
'cause time is short. In this last period two dear friends of 
mine have died. Giving birth and losing people created a 
sense of calm, but also urgency. I think sometimes I'm 'in 
search,' like I'm on a mission, but something must have 
happened in the course of making this album—all of a sud-
den I really feel grounded. Probably temporarily," she 
laughs again. "But I'm feeling like, 'Let things be.'" 

Cherry is taking in the palmy afternoon air at a patio 
table near the pool at a West Hollywood hotel; last night, 
having flown here from London for the MTV awards, she 
was introduced to " shooters," a drink from which she's 
mildly recovering. So if she's feeling less wired than usual 
today, she's got her reasons. Cherry's personality isn't all 
that different from her music: Both boast a wide range of 
expression, yet always seem to find their natural pulse. 

In that respect it's no accident that her new record 
arrives an unhurried three years after the startling success 
of Raw Like Sushi, with a sound and with songs that feel as 
lived in as Cherry's home, where the music was recorded. 

"That's why we called it Homebrew," she says. " It had all gone 
down at home. Behind closed doors, me banging my head trying to 
get lyrics out, asking people for words—it's been a real knitting ses-
sion. Obviously there was pressure: `People are gonna forget who 
you are!'" she exclaims, lightly mimicking an anxious marketing exec-
utive refrain. " But we knew we couldn't rush it, and if we had it 
would have been blood, sweat and tears that wouldn't have been 
worth anybody's time. And if people are gonna forget who we are 
that quick, then we'll remind them—later." 

Most fans won't need a reminder, but they may be surprised. "Buf-
falo Stance" came on like a bombshell, and the video provided ample 
evidence that Cherry was one too, while Homebrew suggests a char-
acter who has gained more focus and depth. Her first album was the 
latest fresh tip in a hip-hop scene where freshness was what really 
mattered. But Homebrew arrives at a moment when hip-hop and rap 
are taking greater stock of their cultural traditions, and Cherry's new 
batch brings to mind the classic '70s sound of artists like Curtis May-
field and Minnie Riperton. 
"Wow, what a compliment!" she responds to the comparison. 

"Well, those are records I will live and die by. I've been listening to 
Minnie Riperton all summer, she was a fantastic woman. But I think 
what it is, we've just expressed ourselves a bit better this time. And 
that's what made those records timeless, there was something about 
them that always made sense. That's why we didn't want to make just 
a dance album." 

Cherry's frequent use of the word "we" when describing her 
work isn't English modesty; the album was deliberately conceived 
in a communal atmosphere, and fed off a disparate collection of local 

"There dre a lot of people hungry for simplicity. 
Things get over- manufactured and by the time they 

reach you there's nothing left that relates tc you' 

and far-flung tal-
ents. " The big 
part of this trip was 
being around Mas-
sive Attack—they 
were literally work-
ing on our landing 
at the top of the 
stairs—and watch-
ing them put their 
album together. We 
worked with people 
we met and liked as 
well as people who 
were well-known, 
to give it a different 
edge." The result is 
a record that in-
cludes collabora-
tions with Michael 
Stipe ("Trout") and 
Guru from Gang 
Starr ("Sassy"). But 
there are also con-
tributions from rel-
atively untested tal-
ents like Geoff 
Barlow and Twi-
light Firm, who 
helped construct 

"Somedays" and "Twisted," respectively two of the album's more 
nuanced and sophisticated arrangements. 

"I think we just traveled with it," she notes of the record's mostly 
unplanned twists and turns. "We took the time out we needed to soak 
up some inspiration, look around the world—so there'd be some-
thing to say! Then we let time take its course. We didn't spend months 
on every song taking it apart and changing it; we'd get to a certain 
point and then go off someplace else, and come back with a fresher 
perspective. 'Cause it's easy to get fed up with that bassline, you 
know, and then you want to change it and you lose it. 

"I remember my daddy trying to teach me piano and I couldn't do 
it. Then I'd come back and it would all fall into place. This album was 
like that. It's more digested. I've grown the way anyone does, and so 
the album becomes a vehicle to move on to the next thing. You laugh 
and you cry...and now that the record is done it's like sending your 
kid off to school." 

Cherry has a warm, down-to-earth manner. Dressed in red overalls 
and with little makeup, she has a casual yet dignified bearing, although 
as fashion spreads and videos indicate, she's not averse to playing the 
glamorpuss, either. " I come as I am—I can't play the game really," she 
avers. "But I can be in a situation and make the best of it, even if it's to 
get out of there quicker. That's when I'm working—it's a job, right?" 
She smiles at the thought. " It's not always easy. But everyone has that 
problem." 

Certainly Cherry's musical choices have been anything but slick. 
After "Buffalo Stance" she resisted crafting another dance tune—even 
another dance tune with a message—and felt relieved when the 
brooding "Manchild" was released in England as a followup single: 
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"'Buffalo Stance' was a good calling card, but 
we wanted it known that the album wasn't 
gonna be like that." Cherry's inventive mix 
of raps with straight-on singing, which 
seemed radical at the time, has since become 
part of the mainstream, a development she 
terms a " relief." But Homebrew still has its 
share of musical quirks. A couple of rough 
monitor mixes, replete with tape noise, have 
been left on the record. Songs and raps end 
abruptly, or segue from one to the other 
without a pause for breath. Odd sonic clinks 
jar the atmosphere of carefully constructed 

musical moods. It's all part of what Cherry 
calls her search for naturalness and " doing 
something that's from the heart." 

"I think there are a lot of people hungry 
for that simplicity," she says. " I think things 
get over-manufactured and by the time they 
reach you there's nothing left that really 
relates to you. I mean, we can enjoy the 
campness of something that doesn't take 
itself seriously, that ABBA-esque kind of 
drama. But at the end of the day there's 
something that strikes a chord where you 
can't help but be moved by it. 

wELLER ys 

An entirely 

NOW groove from 

PAUL WELLER _ 
ec leader of The Jam 

Et The Style Council - 

on his triumphant 

cJebutItlo effort. 

FEATURING 
"LIN HUH OH YEN" 

"I saw Bruce Springsteen at the Amnesty 
International show in London. And having 
lived in New York, it was like all the white 
kids were into 'the boss,' you know?" she 
laughs. "That bandana posse thing. But he got 
up onstage and he was really pumpin' and his 
veins were bustin' out and you know—I liked 
it! I wouldn't buy the record but I liked it. 
And that's the power of real communication. 
If you're open enough to take it in, it'll get 
through to you, no matter what it is. 

"I think Prince was one of the first people to 
break into the pop world with a twist. He 
wasn't just soul, there was a bit of Jimi and Sly 
Stone, and the rock thing...now you see hip-
hop relating to jazz, and that's great. Because I 
think a lot of people have felt rootless. There's a 
wicked thing in America, which is that you 
have to deny who you are to be completely 
`American.' I see it in Sweden now too, people 
are coming there from all over and there's this 
pressure to be Swedish.' And when people ask 
me where do I come from, I'm never really 
sure what to answer," she says drily. " I go, 
Well...that's really complicated.'" 

Cherry is half-Swedish, on her mother's 
side. Her father is an African percussionist, 
but the couple separated when Neneh was 
young. Mostly she was raised by her mom 
and step-dad, the well-known jazz composer 
and trumpeter Don Cherry, with whom she 
retains an emotionally close if geographically 
distant relationship. The odd thing, she 
observes, is that growing up, " I had a trip 
where I didn't see myself as musical. My dad 
would try to teach me stuff and I would say 
no, I can't. I tried playing the bass for a while 
and didn't have the concentration...I was 
trying to get into it but I just didn't know 
what I was gonna end up doing. And then, I 
kind of found my way into it, and all the dif-
ferent ingredients that were handed down 
came into my life later." 
As Cherry unfolds her story, it seems evi-

dent that her musical and social visions were 
influenced more by other members of the 

CHERRY PIE 

N
ENEH CHERRY's mike of choice is an MG 

C12. Homebrew was recorded at Cherry 

Bear Studios in London on a Soundtrax 

Quartz 48 desk and Yamaha DMR 8 

mobile. Electronic instrumentation 

included Akai MPC60 and S1100s, a Roland JD 

800, 1X3D, TR909 and D50 and a Yamaha RX7 

and SY22. R was mixed on a Neve desk. 
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family. "My mother is a very, very serious 
woman," she says with obvious admiration of 

the Swedish artist Mold Cherry. "She's got a 
spirit and knack for survival that is really 
something. She's one of those people that can 
make a feast with five dollars. For some weird 
reason she trusted me when I was growing up, 
so she gave me a lot of space to move in. Then 
when I left home I found that I could cook 
food, I could put a house together, I could sur-

vive—and I learned it all from her. She's deep. 
"And when I brought that little girl into 

the world—or when Naima came into the 
world—something happened emotionally, 
something really opened up. It's not just, 'I'll 

do whatever the hell I want.' You've got this 
commitment and bond." 
Though Cherry voices the standard song-

writer disclaimer about her work (" they're 
not really about me"), there are biographical 
details, and songs based on persons and situa-
tions she's encountered. More telling is Cher-
ry's knack for weaving vignettes together in a 
way that's at once familial and universaL 
"Buddy X," which Cherry based on an 
acquaintance, is a cautionary tale about mari-
tal infidelity that touches on larger issues of 
integrity and self-respect. "Trout," written 
with Michael Stipe, includes a topical message 
about the importance of children's education 
and the invidious effects of state censorship. 
The album's chilling closer "Red Paint" is 
another true story in which the victim of a 
shooting bleeds quietly by the door to a city 
market, whose patrons continue with their 
shopping, their shoes dragging his blood 
across the floor. " I Ain't Gone Under Yet" 
evokes a woman living in poverty without 
compromising dignity, and eloquently lanc-
ing the arrogance of political figures who 
preach, as Cherry puts it, " that if you just pull 

your act together you can get a job." 
Through it all runs a consistent if currently 

underemployed definition of "family values." 
"The only real shame is that people have 

to be personally affected, like you need a war 
at your back door before you realize that you 
don't want to send your kids to war," Cherry 
opines. "But I can't help but hope. Every lit-
tle thing counts, doesn't it." 
On one of Cherry's fingers, almost unseen 

among a gaggle of elaborate snake rings, is one 
of those little things, a wedding ring signifying 
her recent marriage to Cameron McVey. "We 
really were married before," she says. "We just 
wanted to celebrate it. We'd come out from 
the album and this work-heavy year and we 
were still there. We do just about everything 

together, though work is a separate thing— 
we/I, it is and it isn't," she admits. " If we're 
working and Cameron touches me accidental-
ly or sot, I always get kind of embarrassed, 

like, `Don't do that, 'cause I'll melt.' Or I'll get 
shy if I'm showing him ideas, playing tapes—I 
feel like a little girl or something." 

On "Twisted," perhaps the key song on 
Homebrew, Cherry sings about the tentative-
ness of a romantic relationship, and by exten-
sion the kind of wary optimism with which 
she tends to view the world. "That song is 
about him," she says. "'Cause when I met 

him it was like he knew me, it was the weird-

est thing. He went, I can help you, you know. 
And I felt something I'd never felt before but 
at the same time I was trying to brush off. It's 
that line in the song: `You pushed your way 

through my attitude.' My friends were all 
saying you really need some time on your 
own, don't be falling into a relationship, and 

so here I was going against my grain for some 
weird principle. And at the end of the day it 
was like, I don't care. If we make it through 
we make it, and if we don't it'll still be worth 
it for what it was." ouv% 
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The NEW POWER GENERATION learns that 

PLAYING WITH PRINCE is a PRIVILEGE both 

SUBLIME and GRUESOME 

LIKE EVERY ONE OF THE MILLION BANDS IN MINNEAPOLIS, 

Doctor Mambo's Combo had known this could eventually happen and were trying to get 

through it without losing their heads. There he was again. Watching them, listening to 

them, judging them. Prince had started appearing at the band's gigs with creepy regularity. 

Clearly he had something in mind. Or somebody. The band tried to keep focused on their 

playing, but each of them wondered if he was the one Prince was considering. Billy Franze, 

the guitar player, was in his 40s, a lifelong rocker with a red mohawk and better chops than 

90 percent of the musicians with record deals. Maybe after two decades devoted to dues 

paying and music making he was finally going to win the lottery. With Prince there was no 

way of knowing. He came down from his castle on the hill, studied the peasants at his 

leisure and then, once in a while, pointed a finger at one of them and said, "You." It was like 

Prince Charming with his glass slipper. It was like Dracula. 

Michael Bland, the drummer with Doctor Mambo, was just a kid, barely out of his 

teens, playing in the band for fun while he finished college. Michael was majoring in the-

ology, reading Nietzsche in his spare time, and was not about to peg his life to music and 

By BI LL FLANAGAN 

Photographs By JEFF KAT Z 
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end up playing in bars in 20 years. One Sunday afternoon his phone 
rang. It was Prince. Would Michael like to join Prince's band? The 
glass slipper. 
"The way Prince honors people is, he chooses them," Michael 

explains. " I was chosen by Prince, I didn't have an audition. He just 
called me and asked me to do it and I said, `Yeah!'" Three years after 
being chosen, Michael is dressed in flowing black robes and a big jew-
eled hat. He is here in London with Prince for a week of concerts at 
Earls Court. He is part of the New Power Generation. It is a wonder-
ful and terrible honor. 

Ricky Peterson must be a man of either remarkable integrity or 
lunatic ego. Any musician who spends years working in bars a thou-
sand miles from the nearest major record label knows that a shot at 
playing with a superstar comes, if you are very, very lucky, once in a 
lifetime. While populating the New Power Generation with musi-
cians from the same scene that spawned him must offer Prince an 
extra level of comfort and ease of communication, it also (intentional-
ly or not) gives Prince a lot of control over his band. After all, if Prince 

hired some top gun like Doug Wimbish or Nils Lofgren or Nathan 
East and one day the top gun didn't feel like wearing his black robes 

"THE VISION is really left up to PRINCE. We're the MUSICIANS. 

We're just DOING OUR PART. It's like the MANHATTAN PROJF C T. 

You don't know what you're working on. 

Michael still thinks of Billy and the other musicians Ile let behind. 
"Billy's a real musician," the drummer says. " I just wonder why he 

didn't get his chance. If I ever get enough leverage in the industry he'll 
be one of the first people I make sure gets to be heard. I owe him that 
much. I don't know what it's like for them to be still there. I don't 
know what goes through their heads when I'm out here doing this 
and they're back at home doing.. .that." 

Michael heads down the backstage corridor at Earls Court. It's a 
couple of hours before showtime and the dressing rooms are buzzing. 
Diamond and Pearl, the pretty dancing girls, hurry by looking a little 
less otherworldly than they will when the spotlights and makeup kick 
in. Organist/singer Rosie Gaines sits quietly chatting with a friend. 
Prince himself glides by rapper Tony Mosley in some sort of white 
superhero suit and extremely high heels. Michael heads into one of 
the band rooms, where he joins bassist Sonny Thompson, guitarist 
Levi Seacer and keyboard player Tommy Barbarella. 
Sonny and Tommy used to play in a part-time band with Michael 

called the Flash, but their main gig was with the Steeles. They were 
pulled into Prince's orbit when the Steeles contributed to the sound-
track for Prince's movie Graffiti Bridge. Since losing Sonny and 
Tommy, the Steeles have not been the same. 

"Basically, Prince goes after whatever he wants," Michael says. "He 
makes the call and if you want the gig, it's yours." 

So if a Minneapolis band starts to happen, there's a chance Prince 
will appear and pull the best people out? 

"Don't say pulled," Levi cautions. 'It's like, `Hey, I like the way 
you play and if you want to do this thing, it's open.' It's an opportuni-
ty. I used to play with Rosie but when I joined Sheila E.'s band it was 
an opportunity." 

"I always wanted to play with Prince," Sonny adds. 
"You can help your friends more from this," Levi says, "than from 

just staying there, sticking it out." 
Did anybody ever tell Prince no? 
The four musicians confer. "Didn't Ricky Peterson say no?" 

Tommy asks. 
"Yeah, Ricky Peterson said no," Sonny answers, "but he said no to 

Miles." 
Everyone laughs and says, "Ricky Peterson's just one of them No 

dudes, he wants to do his thing." 

and big hat, he might tell Prince no. But no one who's been yanked 
from bar-band obscurity and dropped into the world of interconti-
nental travel, limousines and screaming fans is going to do anything to 
risk screwing it up. As one of Prince's employees says when no one 
else is around, "People disappear around here. One day you come to 
the gig and you say, 'Where's Joe?' Joe's gone.' What happened?' He 
must have done something Prince didn't like.' What did he do?' He 
doesn't know. Nobody knows. He's just gone.'" 

That's the sort of fear that keeps things extremely professional. 

ONIGHT, PRINCE DECLARES, is $150 
funk night. That means that whichever member of the 
New Power Generation—rapper, dancer or musi-
cian—comes up with what Prince judges to be the 

wildest surprise during the show wins $150. The musicians feel at a 
disadvantage, because they have to be onstage playing the whole time. 
The dancers get to hang in the wings and plan. Sure enough, the 
dancers return from one break wearing some sort of bizarre Egyptian 
robes. Prince likes it. $ 150 to the dancers! 
The show is spectacular on every level. Prince does songs from his 

new album (the official title is a combination of the symbols for "Man" 
and "Woman"; for the sake of convenience we will refer to it here as 
Hermaphrodite) as well as crowd-pleasers dating back to " 1999." 
After the house lights go up Prince lurks unseen under the stage, send-
ing roadies to warn the band that they are going to go back on as soon 
as the house is half-empty. Prince crouches, he waits and then he 
springs, pounding out a roof-burning funk jam while kids trample 
each other rushing back into the hall. After that finale finishes the band 
buses squeeze through a street-strangling knot of British fans and back 
to their hotel. Time to relax, hit the bar and—news flash—Prince has 
decided to do a recording session! All hands on deck! 

Obviously being in the New Power Generation is a seven-day-a-
week, 24-hour-a-day commitment. "Oh yeah," Michael smiles, " if 
you're in there, you're in there. Like the fire department." 

Levi finds that hilarious. "Fire department!" 
"You get time off," Michael shrugs. "You just don't know when 

you're gonna get it. You have to just...risk it." 
Levi adds, "And then either get cussed out for not being around or 

say, <Whew, I made it.'" 
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How long can you maintain a commitment to something 
so demanding? 
"Maybe another couple of weeks," Levi says, then he 

laughs. "No. The tour's got a couple of weeks to go. It's not 
like torture. We're in a very unique situation and I think 
everyone in the band feels lucky to be here. We get a chance 
to play every style of music. Nobody even puts a name on us. 
I think everybody feels, 'Hey man, as long as there's some 
wood to burn to keep this train going, let's go.'" 

()
NE REASON the New Power Genera-
tion comes up with music that doesn't sound 
exactly like anything anyone's heard before is 
that each member of the band hears music 

slightly differently. When they throw their ideas together they 
are sometimes blessed with a healthy miscommunication. 
Take "Willing and Able," a tune on Diamonds and Pearls that might 
strike the listener as Prince's tribute to Superfly-era Curtis Mayfield. 
Michael describes that song originating with a spontaneous studio jam 
in Japan, when he began playing a drum pattern he remembered from 
an old Rockpile record. Levi had the bass in his hands and joined in, 
but he wasn't thinking Rockpile—he was thinking ska. Tony M. got 
the idea of rapping over the track—which he, focusing on the chord 
changes, thought of as Mississippi delta music. Talk to Michael, Levi 
and Tony separately and you'll discover that each of them still hears 
"Willing and Able" through the ears he brought to it at the beginning. 
The listener, though, hears something else, the sound of all those ideas 
working together to make something new. 

"With Prince," Levi says in the hotel restaurant on a very sleepy 
Sunday afternoon, "you try everything. That's the biggest thing I've 
learned from him. If it doesn't work you can always take it out, but if 
it does work... There's no limit." 

"It's constant surprise," Michael says, landing in a chair across from 
Levi. "He's always thinking of something I've never thought of 
before, so of course it sounds wrong to me at its conception. For a lot 
of people, every record that he comes out with they go, `I hate this 
thing! I don't know where he's coming from now!' Then half a year 

degree addressing the possible reconciliation of apparent opposites— 
rich and poor, black and white, east and west, love and violence, and— 
most of all—man and woman. 
"We don't really talk that much about concept," Michael says. 

"The vision is really left up to him. We're the musicians. We're here to 
help him focus on that vision, to get it a little clearer. We're just doing 
our part. To use a terrible analogy, it's like the Manhattan Project. 
We're just working on one piece at a time. You don't know what 
you're working on, really." 

"Until it's done,» Levi adds. 
"Until it's done," Michael agrees. "And then we see, 'Oh right— 

there are some dualisms there.' But we never know until later on." 
The E Street Band used to say that they would record a song like 

"Fire" or "Because the Night" and figure, boy, that one's a hit—and 
then the album would come out and those songs would be replaced 
by something like "Factory" that was far less compelling musically, 
but which fit Springsteen's theme. The New Power Generation say 
they identify with that. 
"We see a lot of material going past," Levi says. " It either goes 

down to the vault or to somebody else. I'm sure it's important to have 
a hit all the time, but I think with artists of the stature of Bruce or 

"IN BLACK MUSIC a kid L _ on t,.() out and BUY A GUITAR or a set 

of DRUMS. He's gonna buy a MACINTOSH. Prince thinks that if kids knew 

HOW MUCH FUN it is to 4lay, they'd probably play." 

passes and they say, `I really dig that.' I was that way for a long time. I 
didn't dig Prince till '87, man. Till 1987 I never liked anything he did. 
Then Parade came out and I was like, 'Wow, he can do that?' It was 
totally different. Purple Rain was a mainstream success, then Parade 
came out and I was floored." He adds diplomatically, "Then I went 
back and bought everything." 

Prince's shows operate at so many levels—from circus to symbol-

ism—that the viewer can remain detached and enjoy the spectacle, or 
start pondering the big themes and enjoy the speculation. Although 
Levi warns that Prince is a sharp enough showman to make people 
think there is more subtext to his work than there may really be, 
Michael agrees that Prince's recent music and concerts are to some 

Prince you come to a point where you know what it's like to be at the 
top. Now you want to do something for your own soul. You can say, 
`I don't know what everybody else will say, but !think this is great.' 

"I think that's something the public doesn't understand. They 
always want a number one, they always want hits. Now Prince can do 
that Prince can do a number one any time he wants to. But it's a jour-
ney, man, it's a journey. And if you want to go on the trip then you 
gotta go wherever the train is going." 

Tonight the train is going to a private party at a small London club. 
Too small, as it turns out. The band had hoped to have a jam session 
for their friends and guests, but the club, Tramps, is so tiny that there's 
no room to set up gear. It's just an entry lull with a couple of couches 
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and two posh rooms not much bigger than 
any rich guy's study. After recording all night 
and sleeping all day, getting tarted up and 
marched to an enforced festivity is not the 
NPG's idea of fun. But this is their job, so at 
9:30 p.m. the group—in full flash gear— 
begin assembling in the hotel lobby. Mike 
Pagnotta, Prince's principal publicist, is get-
ting an ulcer. He told them they had to leave 
at 9:30! Pagnotta starts calling the rooms, 
telling procrastinating NPGs to get the hell 
down here. Once he's roped everybody in, 
he splits them into two groups—New Power 

Generation in the first limo, dates and friends 
in the second. There will be photographers 
outside the club, Pagnotta explains, so the 
NPG has to get out of the same car and enter 
in one group. Their friends can catch up later. 
One thing you pick up on after spending a 

few days in Prince's world is that everything 
is work. Since Prince is not good at giving 
interviews—but does want publicity—his 
publicists have to hustle all the time to create 
events to get Prince's name in the papers. So a 
phony story about one of Prince's new pro-
tegées being pregnant with his child shows 

GHS AND Otis Rush 

Legendary blues master, Otis Rush, 
performs with electrifying fire and 
passion. For Otis, it's GHS ProGressives 
Strings that bring out a rich tone and 
balance that captures every audience. 
GHS Strings — available in a 

variety of metals and gauges for your 
perfect match. 
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up in the gossip columns; then Prince puts 
out a single called " Sexy Motherfucker" 
which stirs up enough controversy to get him 
in the news pages; then the loony claim that 
Warners has just given Prince a $100 million 
contract gets his name in the financial section. 
It's all nonsense, but if the media have gotten 
so greedy (or so gullible) that they are willing 
to repeat hype, whose fault is that? Not 
Prince's and not the publicists'. The only 
suckers who believe that baloney are suckers 
who want to believe it. The New Power 
Generation treat such PR duties with the let's 
get it over with resignation of kids being 
dressed up for a school portrait. 
En route to the club William Graves, the 

NPG DJ, lets out a howl. "Guess what I for-
got!" he yells. He forgot "My Name Is 
Prince," the surprise new track he is supposed 
to debut at tonight's party. The band tells the 
driver to turn the car around and go back to 
the hotel. They know that Mike Pagnotta's 
ulcer just got worse. When the NPG-mobile 
finally pulls up at Tramps, the sidewalk is filled 
with snapping paparazzi and squealing fans. 
The band jumps out of the car, smiles, waves 
and rushes through the velvet ropes into the 
basement club. The wood-paneled walls and 
Victorian furniture aspire to old-world ele-
gance but, as Sonny points out, "This place 
looks like a haunted house! I expect to see 
ghosts comin' through the walls!" 

Hey, Sonny, that's not a ghost, that's Boy 
George. And—call the exorcist—there's Tom 
Jones! This is one exclusive party. Rod Stew-
art wafts in with Rachel Hunter on his arm, 
Malcolm McLaren appears and starts cadg-
ing free drinks, and Mick Jagger floats in with 
Jerry Hall. Michael Bland lights up: " Hey, I 
met Mick once before!" he says, " I gotta go 
say hello." The drummer walks up to greet 
Jagger, who brushes right past him. Michael 
comes back to the NPG table ripping. "He 
blew me off, man! Mick Jagger blew me off!" 

Well, Michael is reminded, you know how 
cold Prince sometimes has to be just to get 
through a room—you've seen him cross a 
whole hotel lobby ignoring a small child tug-
ging on his coattail and calling his name. 
"Yeah, I know," Michael fumes, "but Mick's 
coming to my party!" 
Sonny takes a seat at the foot of the stairs 

with Diamond and Pearl. As time drags 
along they begin to wonder if Prince is per-
haps not coming. Sonny asks Pagnotta for 
permission to leave. NO! Sonny sits down. 
Two big security men with genuine Secret 
Service earphones come down the stairs, 
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blazing a trail. Then, like Scarlett O'Hara 
descending her staircase, comes Prince. 

And it's funny. He doesn't seem any more 
comfortable or in charge here than anybody 
else. He makes small talk with Sonny and the 
dancers, he wanders around the small rooms. 
He nods politely when Tom Jones comes up 
and gladhands him (just two randy blokes in 
tight trousers who had hits with " Kiss"). 
Prince really is just a guy. His reputation, 

however, is so huge that the other stars at his 
party swirl around him in a Rolex vortex. 
Prince can say anything and people throw 
their heads back and howl with laughter and 
go, "HA HA! `Nice place!' Great one, Prince! 
'Nice placer Did you hear what Prince said? 
HO HO HO!" At one point Prince is stand-
ing in a small group saying nothing remotely 
interesting when Mick Jagger comes up and 
starts talking and the first thing you think is, 
"Gee, I wish Mick would quit interrupting 
Prince." Then you realize how nuts that is. 
He's got YOU doing it. But that's star power, 

and Prince works to maintain it like some 
throwback to Hollywood's golden age. 

Prince goes and sits in the corner with 

Kate Bush. He's a big fan of her album 
Hounds of Love and she sent him one of her 
songs, which Prince rewrote and re-recorded 

and returned to her for use on her next 
album. The musical team-up thus succeeded 
far better than Prince's similar attempts to 
collaborate with Joni Mitchell and Bonnie 

Raitt, both of whom ended up saying some-
thing along the lines of, "Hey, Junior, I've 
been in this business a long time—I'm not 

Trilby and you ain't Svengali." Prince makes 
small talk with Kate, Rod and Rachel on one 

side of them, Mick and Jerry on the other, 
and the DJ cues up "My Name Is Prince." 
Whoops, go the New Power Generation 
when the song comes on, time to get to work. 
They all put down their drinks and go onto 
the tiny dance floor, where for the duration 
of the track they move with the stylish inter-
racial high-fashion grace of an MTV video 
come to life. Prince acts like he doesn't 
notice, but the effect is striking. As soon as 
the song is over the NPG all go back and sit 
down and return to what they were doing. 

It's important that you understand how 
this stuff works in case you get home tomor-
row night and the phone rings and it's Prince 

asking you to join the New Power Genera-
tion. Prince is a great bandleader, a brilliant 
singer and songwriter, a fine musician, inno-

vative record producer and one of the 
world's greatest performers. Let's face it, he's 

probably the most talented rock musician of 
his generation; of course you're going to 
accept. But as you pack your bag you might 
ask yourself, "What do I need to bring with 
me?" You won't need your instrument— 
Prince will supply you with great new gear. 
You won't need your clothes—Prince will 
have you tailored and dressed like a Mardi 
Gras queen. You certainly won't need 
money—Prince will take care of all your 

material desires. No, if Prince calls and asks 
you to join the New Power Generation you 
will need only two things—a Mack truck 

filled with Wonder Bread and a U-Haul of 
mayonnaise. Because working for Prince 
means going through a ton of baloney. 

IT WASN'T ALWAYS LIKE THIS. SOnny ThOMp-

son met Prince when Sonny was 15 and Prince 
was 13. Sonny waited 20 years for his call-
back. Growing up in Minneapolis, he and 
Prince both led groups. "He had a band called 
Grand Central," Sonny says. " I had a band 
called the Family. We'd play the same places. 
We used to hang out and jam and play all 
night. I had all the equipment in my base-
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ment. He'd come over and play the drums, 
play the keyboards. He was talented for 
years, people just didn't know it. I mean, 
everybody on the north side of Minneapolis 
knew it... 
"We would play the standard grooves: 

some Clinton, some Sly, James Brown, 
Earth, Wind & Fire. We'd work some origi-
nal stuff and just try it, see what happens. We 
were playing places like the Cozy Bar, Pea-
cock Alley, the schools, the WMCA, the 
Black Community Center. We'd throw 
dances and everybody could come in and 

party. It was cool back then. It's a lot different 
now. Minneapolis has changed so much, 
'cause so many people have come in from 
different places. You've got gangs now. There 
were no gangs back at that time. It's a weird 
place now." Sonny catches himself and 
amends, "I love it, but it's a weird place. 

"At one time Prince played in my band. 
Maybe for about a month. He was trying to 
go to New York at the time. We hired him, 
we paid him straight out. We were saving our 
money so we could buy equipment. He 
played guitar and keyboards." 
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Sonny played on Prince's demos, and then 
while Sonny's band and all the other local 
groups worked on upgrading their equip-
ment and getting better bar gigs, Prince took 
his tape to New York and got a record deal. 
"A lot of people were shocked," Sonny 

says. "But I always believed he was going to 
do it, 'cause we always talked about what we 
were going to do; `I'm gonna have real strings 
on my album!' Prince always had the vision 
of really wanting to be big in the industry. 

"Most of the guys were shocked, though. 
They were like, 'Man! Prince has got an 
album out!' I said, 'I told you he was gonna 
do it!'" Sonny pauses and asks, "What else 
could he do? He just worked around the 

BLUE LIGHTS 

[
EVI SEACER plays a Gibson Epiphone 

("Because my stuff is clean stuff") 

straight into the board. He has a rack-

mounted Zoom unit 9010, a Cry Baby cho-

rus pedal, a Roland GP8 and a Boss digi-

tal delay pedal. On "Thunder" and " Live for 

Love" Levi pulls out an Ibanez guitar with dou-

ble humbucking pickups. Levi uses D'Addario 

strings. When TONY M. reaches for a guitar, it's 

either a Charnel or a hollowbody Epiphone. 

Tony's strings are either GHS lights or Dean 

Markleys. He has a Zoom effects processor. 

SONNY THOMPSON plays an Oswald bass 

(though he admits his favorite is an Alembic, "a 

great bass") with a GB8 effects processor, an 

Akai Octaver and a Boss Octaver. Sonny uses a 

Heavy Metal distortion pedal and plugs into a 

Trace Elliot amp. He prefers GHS heavy strings 

because "they seem brightest—they keep the 

boing longest." 

ROSIE GAINES plays a Hammond organ 

onstage, and has a Korg and Roland D-50 

MIDI'd to the Hammond. Rosie sings through 

Shure microphones. Rosie is also leaving the 

NPG to go out on her own. TOMMY BARBAREL-

LA plays a Roland A80 and an A50 controller, a 

Korg T3, an old Prophet which he uses on 

"Kiss" and a few others "for that old analog 

sound." Tommy also carries a new Roland 

1D800, a couple of E-mu E-max 2s, a Proteus 1 

and Proteus 2, and a Roland 0550. MICHAEL 

BLAND's drums are a combination of Sonor, 

Yamaha and Gretsch, with Zildjian cymbals and 

Vater sticks. Trying to get more details out of 

Michael is useless. " I abhor shop talk," he 

says. " I don't know when we change heads, I 

don't know when we get new cymbals. I don't 

have any emotional attachments to gear at all." 
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clock, always writing tunes and playing. It 
was just inevitable. 

"There was some feeling like," Sonny 
adopts a nasty, jealous voice, "`Ahh! Prince! 
So what? He got a deal, huh? I can do that!' 
There were people like that. And there were 
people who were glad. I was really happy for 
him because I knew what he went through. It 
wasn't a piece of cake. It was long hours. He 
put a lot of work into it." 
Asked if he saw Prince in the long years 

between those demos and Sonny's invitation 
to join the New Power Generation, the 
bassist looks away and says vaguely, "Oh 
yeah, I seen him from time to time out in 
clubs. Or I'd see him on the street." 
Did you feel bad he didn't invite you to 

join any of his projects? 
"Not really. I was trying to explore my 

instrument at the time. I really didn't feel I 
was ready. I was still learning all my scales 
and technique and playing with jazz groups 
and just discovering other music." Sonny's 
face brightens. "But I was damn happy when 
he called me! Like, I'm ready! I'm ready!" 

Pretty amazing to play with someone 
when you're kids, go separate ways for years, 
and hook up with him again when he's an 
international success. 
"Oh yeah, it's amazing," Sonny says. " I 

think about that a lot. He's just grown into 
this mega-musical monster. He was great 
then, but some of the stuff I hear him play 
now I'm like, 'Where did you get that from, 
man?' It's like he's got apipeline, stuff just 
being piped in." Sonny shakes his head and 
says, " It's great." 

ANOTHER DAY, ANOTHER New Power 
Generation Promotional Event. This time 
the band's making an in-store appearance at a 
London record shop. In the cab on the way, 
Michael Bland talks about Prince's pipeline 
to the muse: "He's most fluid improvisation-
ally on piano, I'd say. But, man, he's one of 
the greasiest bass players on the planet. He 
really is an intense bass player. His feel's rec-
ognizable instantly. But he seems to have his 
own voice on every instrument, really. 
What's funny is he reminds me a lot of 
Thelonious Monk on all of them. It's just that 
combination of a sense of humor and a sense 
of adventure in his playing. On every instru-
ment he thinks, `Okay, what's missing?' He 
plays like a composer all the time." 

Rosie said that what the members of the 
New Power Generation have in common is 
that they are "all goofballs." Anything deeper? 

"Oh gee," Michael says, looking a little 
embarrassed. "We have our sense of commu-
nity, but it's more upholding something. We 
really feel—whether or not this is true, and in 
no way do I mean to sound condescending— 
like we're the only ones doing what we're 
doing. In black music things have gotten to a 
point where a kid won't go out and buy a gui-
tar or a set of drums. He's gonna buy a Macin-
tosh. Almost every track on Diamonds and 
Pearls has real drums. Prince has, we all have 
in the back of our minds that if kids knew 
how much fun it is to play, they'd probably 

play. But they don't know so it's going to take 
somebody like Prince to bring playing back. 
We feel we're doing our share of bringing 
back the live thing—no DAT, no sequencers, 
no nothing. We have our share of electronics 
but everything is done live, for real. That's the 
thing that's missing in black music now." 

Lately Prince has allowed two other voices 
to share his songs with him—singer Rosie 
Gaines and rapper Tony Mosley. Backstage 
before that night's concert, Rosie talks about 
the remarkable amount of freedom Prince has 
granted her: "At rehearsal or soundcheck 
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we'll just create certain things or jam on a 
song. All of a sudden I can sing something or 
Tony will rap something and Prince will say, 
'Hey, that's funky! Let's use that.' He told me, 
'The stage is yours. Do what you want to do. 
If you feel like singing, then sing.' That's what 
keeps it so interesting up there. He gave me 
that kind of freedom and I think he gave the 
same to Tony. I can go way out in left field if I 
want to, as long as I get back to the base." 

Ever get out there and then wonder how 
you're going to get back? 

Rosie laughs. "Oh yeah! I have those 

nights! I think Prince also has those nights. 
Sometimes we don't know exactly what he's 
going to do. He does `Purple Rain' different 
each night. We don't know if he's going to say, 
'I want the solo to go for another 16 bars,' or 
if he's going to cut it and go back into the 
song. So it's being aware of each other and 
being in tune with each other. This band is 
like fitting into a glove." 
And the "goofball" criteria? 
"Having that sense of comedy is what 

makes everybody get along together. Each 
individual in this band is extremely talented 
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and locked together. It's a spiritual thing to 
me. We have nights where everybody is posi-
tive and everything just works. We have had 
nights when nothing works at all, because 
people are in a different frame of mind." 

Occasionally Prince's sense of humor— 
and NPG camaraderie—comes at the expense 
of musicians Prince sees as rivals. When Guns 
N' Roses come to one concert Prince plays 
his ass off on guitar and then announces, 
"This is NOT rock 'n' roll." When George 
Michael shows up another night Prince leads 
the band through the thickest funk they can 
cook up and then yells, "George Michael has 
LEFT the building!" Prince seems to have a 
particular burr up his butt about U2; in the 
studio he comes up with a difficult, technical-
ly impressive part and then asks, "What do 
you think U2 will do when they hear that?" 
His greatest antagonist, though, is the other 
enigmatic singing/dancing/crotch-grabbing 
superstar—Prince takes shots at Michael 
Jackson all the time. His main dig at the King 
of Pop is the couplet "Come to your senses/ 
There are no Kings—only Princes," which 
hangs at the backstage entrance on a sign, 
leaps from Prince's lips during the concerts 
and is faxed to the press by his publicists. 
Public feuds, too, are good PR. 

But if Prince takes no prisoners among his 
peers, he has backflipped regarding the most 
popular genre in black music. These days, as 
the presence of Tony M. makes clear, Prince 
is making room for rap. The hip-hop com-
munity took umbrage at what were consid-
ered Princely put-downs of the form on the 
unreleased but much bootlegged Black 
Album. According to Tony M., that was all 
misunderstanding. 

"It's a misconception a lot of people had," 
Tony says while getting ready for the next 
show. "A lot of people thought 'Get On It' 
was very derogatory. That wasn't it at all. In 
the mid-'80s rap wasn't saying anything but, 
'Yo, baby! Party all the time! I got this, I got 
that.' In the late '70s and early '80s Grand-
master Flash and Grandmaster Melle Mel 
were saying something, but then it went back 
to strictly party stuff. Then, after that, we got 
KRS-One, Chuck D, Heavy D., saying 
things that maybe people didn't want to hear, 
but a lot of things they predicted are going on 
today—such as the riots in L.A. Prince 
doesn't stick me into boundaries of 'Talk 
politically all the time,' or 'Talk socially all 
the time.' We can have fun with the rap, I can 
be angry—he lets me run the gamut. 
"When I came into this [cont'd on page 103] 
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IIMINNOW. ARE IL fl Rb MARK DAY 'SEAM., SHAUN RYDER. 
CARL VAN. PAUl DAIIS., BA/ PAUL RHEA 

e 

FOR CASH THEY STOLE WALLETS And when a new drug 1able, they became some cif as first local dealers. 
Around 1982, they started to dabble in music, building songs on bits of old hits, gradu-

ally moving out o basements to rock local parties and clubs. Despite their own casualness, and a gift for dragged-out sell-

destruction, their music caught on, making them famous across the country. Yet even nos% says the band's singer and lead-

er Shaun Ryder, "We're still a gang." III That may sound like the resume for any number cf bard-core hip-hoppers. It's 

not. It's the story of Happy Mondays, the band from Manchester. England that crawled out of the slums to take over Britain's 

pop charts and reinvent the rock concert as a rase: an all-night dance party wits thousands of revelers in Ecstasy-fueled motion. 

Happy Mondays (along with the folk-rock-redur. Stone Roses) made Manchester the capaal of English rack in the late 1980s. 
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PEOPLE AY 
DEALERS ARE ALL 

PEO 
For Happy Mondays, every kind of 
pop that ever made people dance was 
fair game. A pounding beat echoed 
house and disco and old-fashioned 
funk, while guitars and keyboards 
floated and rippled with the liquidity 
of psychedelia and the futuristic 
swoops of electro-pop. Although the 
band was fond of swiping the odd 
couplet or bassline, by the time it was 
through with them, the music sounded 
like nothing but itself. 
Amid the music's fun, fun, fun, 

Shaun Ryder's singing was true to the 
Manchester tradition of bad-news 
bearers like Joy Division or the 
Smiths. " Kiss me for screwing every-
thing in sight," he murmurs in the 
band's mock-romantic new single, 
"Stinkin' Thinkin'"; in " Angel," he 
chants, "Where did the pain start? 
When did the symptoms begin?" 

In the United States, Happy Mon-
days' music faced translation difficul-
ties. Although the band has released 
three albums and an EP on Elektra— 
Bummed (1989), Pills 'n' Thrills and 
Bellyaches and the EP Hallelujah in 
1990 and Live (1991)—its following was limited: Pills peaked with 
sales of 180,000 copies. Between the band's blurry swirl of guitar and 
keyboards and Ryder's thick accent, most American listeners couldn't 
get a grip on the songs. 
When Happy Mondays opened in the U.S. for bands like the Pixies 

and Jane's Addiction, they recruited a few fans and bewildered others. 
As Ryder bawled, Be; the band's silent member, jittered and flailed 
across the stage. ("He's there solely for us," says Ryder. " It's like we're 
the band in the porno movie, and he's the action.") 

In Great Britain, meanwhile, Happy Mondays became famous as 
the band for whom the party never ends: an unpredictable, late-to-
interviews, gig-skipping, marijuana-puffing, Ecstasy-dropping (and, 
early on, dealing) kind of group, with big hits and no apologies. 
To make its new album, Yes, Please, Happy Mondays went to Bar-

bados to record at Eddy Grant's Blue Wave studios. One reason was 
to keep band members away from hometown temptations, notably 
heroin, which Ryder says he had been using for 12 years. But in Bar-
bados, the British pop magazine Select reported, the Mondays racked 
up "two crack habits [for Shaun Ryder and his younger brother Paul, 
on bass], eight car crashes, a shattered arm, [and] a £10,000 rehab bill." 
And the songs weren't even finished. 

AD GUIS. BUT IF IOU MEET A LOT OF THESE 
LE, IOU FIND SOME ARE 

ALL RIGHT." 

1. 
-Jfeeeleti-

"When people told us they were wild and out of control, we 
assumed that was an exaggeration," says Chris Frantz, who co-pro-
duced Yes, Please with Tina Weymouth; they're the drummer and 
bass player for Talking Heads and Tom Tom Club. "We didn't really 
know that they were what Guns N' Roses are only supposed to be. 
They just didn't know how much trouble they were getting them-
selves into. In the end, we were lucky that nobody died." 
Amid the turmoil, however, Happy Mondays went through a 

metamorphosis. "They were afraid that if they made another Man-
chester-sounding record, everyone would say, 'No new story to 
tell,'" Frantz says. "What it boils down to is that they want to be 
remembered as having some artistic value and not just being a fash-
ion thing." 

Pills was a fabrication of computerized samples and effects; Yes, 
Please is the work of a hands-on band, closest to the band's import-
only debut album, Squirrel and G-Man 24 Hour Party People Plastic 
Face Canty Smile (White Out) (Factory, 1987), which was produced 
by John Cale. "We've gone back to playing live in the studio rather 
than relying on loops," says the band's guitarist, Mark Day. "We've 
gone back to basics." And the mix peels away just enough of the trip-
py layers to let Americans appreciate what Ryder is bawling about. 
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"Their management told us, The last time, we sold this amount of 
records in America,'" Frantz said. "This time we want to sell more or 
we might not get another chance.'" 

NCIESTER 
WON'T MAKE any list of 
England's most picturesque 
places. The formerly indus-

trial city no longer has its old textile industry; it 
looks like Poughkeepsie with mullioned win-
dows. But its chronic unemployment breeds 
bands. 
"We got into jamming around with music 

because the only thing to do was sit around 
and smoke spliffs," Shaun Ryder says. " It's a 
bleak city and the jobs that was there wasn't 
worth doing, because the pay was crap any-

way. You sit around smoking pot and then you start playing your 
own songs." 

Like Leeds, Manchester has a university that serves a student 
population, and a football team that brings out the roadies. (While 
students would go hear live bands, Shaun Ryder once explained, 
the band members would go to clubs, which gives the band's music 
its danceable bottom.) Like Liverpool, 26 miles away, Manchester 
has docks where licit and illicit materials arrive from afar. But 
Manchester is also the home of Factory Records, the independent 
label that released some of the most important albums of the last 
decade. 

In the 1980s, Factory expanded its local empire to include the 
Hacienda, a dance club that was the cradle of the British rave. The 
scene was hyped to the skies at the turn of the 1990s, and A&R hordes 
poured in to sign bands from Inspiral Carpets to 808 State. By now, 
Manchester is proud of its music. In September, the Corner House, 
"Manchester's Cinema and Visual Arts Center," mounted an art exhi-
bition of album covers and posters called " Manchester Music and 
Design, 1976 to 1992." 
Happy Mondays' new Manchester headquarters is a one-story loft 

building, a former mill next to an industrial-gases plant. Inside, past an 
iron gate and a thick metal door, is a big open room recently painted 
white. The band's equipment is set up in a rough U shape; the Mon-
days' five musicians, minus Shaun Ryder, are jamming through the 
new material. 

It's not a Just Say No rally. Mark Day, on guitar, offers me a head-
spinning teke of pot; Paul Ryder, before showing me his bass setup, 
disappears into the bathroom and emerges minutes later, glassy-eyed. 
"I'm in a band because I love music, not because I love drugs," he tells 
me when he reappears. " I also like drugs sometimes. But we take great 
pride in our music." 
Around the rehearsal hall, work is being accomplished. Paul "P.D." 

Davis, on keyboards, and the band's programmer and sound engineer 
Simon Machan are assembling samples and sequences, mostly percus-
sion. Unlike most live sound engineers, Machan works with the band 
as it records, collecting samples and programming keyboard sounds 
instead of trying to reconstitute them later. 
As Davis pumps out the organ/keyboard hook of "Cowboy 

Dave," Day, Paul Ryder and Gary "Gaz" Whelan on drums ease their 
way into the funk. Onstage, Whelan generally plays to a click track in 
sync with computerized percussion and effects. But at the rehearsal, 
he doesn't need a metronome to keep a rock-steady beat. "When I'm 

using the click track, I'm playing on the same beat, so I never hear it," 
he says. 
The rehearsal is inconclusive; having a journalist around has 

thrown things off. But it's obvious that the band has the syncopated 
snap of a working unit—hardly the vision of computer-crutched 
incompetence their reputation might suggest. Making Yes, Please 
seems to have toned up the musicians. 

"The album was all of us playing together," Paul Ryder says. "We 
went down to Barbados with about three-and-a-half songs, grooves 
really. For the first three weeks we just settled in a studio and banged 
away, which we hadn't done for ages. We jammed for three, four 
weeks, and later, as we got the grooves we'd sic down and work on 
one song at a time and structure it. We obviously had a beginning, and 
we needed a middle eight, and a breakdown. 

"Chris and Tina taught us things like that. Usually we don't 
know when to start or finish, we just go, and we end when we can 
feel it ending. It was good to structure songs, which we've never 
done before. Next time we come down to writing we'll know how 
to do it. 
"We were actually writing songs and jamming—me, Mark, Gaz 

and RD.—starting in the studio at 11 in the morning and finishing at 
nine at night. It was really hard work, but really enjoyable. We didn't 
realize this crazy madness was going on. 

"The studio was purely work. But after we finished work, we'd go 
for a drive, and the next thing, we'd find a fucking crack den. We went 
looking for a bit of adventure—and we found it. When you've got six 
lads together, man, things just happened." 

W
HAT HAPPENED WAS slapstick mixed with 
disaster. Bez overturned a jeep, breaking 
his right arm, and broke it again when he 
tried water sports too soon; the metal 

superstructure that eventually held his arm together is prominent on 
the album art. Shaun Ryder also totaled two jeeps, though he 
emerged unharmed, and Shaun and Paul Ryder started smoking 
crack, with Shaun up to 50 rocks a day. " I'll deny everything," Paul 
says. 

"There was a point," Chris Frantz says, "where we had the music 
going along just fine, but no lyrics were being written and no ideas 
were forthcoming. There was so much lack of discipline on the part of 
the band that we were just, like, 'What do we do here? We can't play it 
ourselves, that wouldn't be right.' 

"It got to the point that if it were the bass player's day, we'd go to 
his apartment, wake him up, make sure he had a cup of tea, take him 
to the studio, make sure his bass was in tune, show him how to play 
the part and make sure he learned it." 

Frantz and Weymouth also guided the band in songwriting. "One 
day when they said, `Oh no, we have to write another song,' I said, 
`Okay, it's soca day,' and we took them out to hear soca," Frantz says. 
"As a drummer I've been trying to play that soca beat for years, but 
one day Gary just came back and did it. He plays like a drum 
machine, because he grew up learning how to play drum-machine 
songs." 
When the Barbados sessions ended up with tracks but no songs, 

the band returned to England. After some rehab Shaun got down to 
work, writing lyrics and recording vocals in Surrey. The producers 
helped him with lyrics, giving him a list of words and suggesting he 
work them into a song, even casting the I Ching at one point. 
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"Eventually they came to their senses," 
Frantz says. " Shaun in particular realized 
that, `Gee, I should really take responsibili-
ty for myself and not just be a self-indulgent 
rock star.' 

"It ended up with everybody really happy 
with each other," Frantz concludes. 
"They're great guys, they have a great spirit. 
Shaun of his own free will checked into a 
detox place and cleaned himself up. I'm hop-
ing he'll stay that way. But I don't know 
how it turned out to be such a good record. 
It's a miracle." 

FINDING 
THE BAND in Manchester 
was the easy part. Finding 
the singer—well, that 

takes a little more time. Nathan McGough, 
Happy Mondays' manager, phones Shaun 
Ryder at his house a few miles out of town, 
and asks him to come do an interview. Ryder 
will call a cab, he relays, and should arrive 
within the half-hour. 
Two hours later, McGough phones him 

again. Apparently waiting for Shaun is a 
familiar pastime. "You get used to it," 
McGough says. "Like anything chronic." 

Shaun eventually arrives, grumbling. He'd 
just been having a day off with his wife and 
toddler, smoking "some nice sensi," and now 
he had to do an interview, and.... 

But as he sips a lager and lights the first of 
many cigarettes, he quickly warms to his 
task. His songs, he says, don't have much to 
do with his life. "All Ido is put together puz-
zles," he says. "I'm good at picking phrases 
so all these things sound like pure nice good 
entertainment. 

"I haven't got all this pain that I have to 
pour out," he insists. "Obviously things will 
pop out. But something that to somebody 
outside might sound like a heavy line, to us 
it's just our sick sense of humor. It's like tak-
ing the piss out of a cripple, it makes us laugh. 
Afterwards you can look at it and see it's real-
ly a dark, heavy line. 

"I get one line, things out of the papers, a 
bit of something I did, a bit of my own expe-
rience and then put them together. After-
wards, you can read 'em and you could say, 
`Oh, this could be autobiographical,' but it's 
not really." 
Or not entirely. " Stinkin' Thinkin'," he 

says, is a phrase he got during his time in 
rehab. It means "bad thoughts, when you 
start getting paranoid about some of the 
stunts you've pulled. I could never really sit 
down and write what it's like to be in a 

rehab—it was corny old crap—but when I 
saw those two words on a blackboard, I 
thought: song." 
How about the soca tune, "Cut 'Em 

Loose Bruce," with lines like " Get wired 
with the boys and shoot the place down"? 
"It's a folk song," Ryder says. " Dustman," 
about a " bug-eyed mung worm at the bot-
tom of a bottle"? "That does sound a bit 
alcoholic, but I was actually conjuring up 
some kind of mung worm that lived in the 
bottle, not me." 
"Cowboy Dave," he admits, is about a 

Manchester character, a sometimes music-
business figure and pimp who was briefly 
associated with the band. When he was mur-
dered, some news programs reported that a 
member of Happy Mondays had been killed. 
"So Bez rings up," Ryder recalls, " and he 
says, 'Who's dead?' 

"The way I write is that they get a tune and 
it gets me going," Ryder says. " I'll just put 
the recorder on Record, and I'll come out 
with anything that pops up in my head." 

But not in Barbados. " I went over there 
and came back with nothing," he says. " I just 
got into, like, partying, because it was a holi-
day. I was having a bad time out there, I was 
smoking like shit." 
Why? " It was there, and it was very 

cheap," he says. " I don't mind spending 
£1000 on a shirt, but to get stoned on rocks 
when in England, it's $50 for one, to me it 
seems like a great big waste. But when we get 
over there it's like 20 English pence for one, 
and it was all over the place. I had fun, and I 
didn't really feel guilty because I wasn't wast-
ing pots of money. But I got myself a habit. 
Now heroin, it's a very big warm soft thing. 
Crack, that's the worst. 

"So I went to Barbados, partied, came 
back, had four or five weeks of rehab and 
tuned up, no booze, really did it right. The 
doctor said, 'That personality that you 
have, it's still going to be there, and it's 
down to you to stay off it.' I got rid of the 
heroin, and when we went into the studio, 
Chris and Tina were there, and they know 
this business of writing songs. Other 
times, I was stoned when I was writing, 
but it was a pleasure writing for this album 
straight." 

Is rehab good for his image? "You can still 
have a good time," he says. "You just don't 
have to be into an addictive horrible drug. 
You can still have a drink, have an E [Ecsta-
sy], as long as you don't have that fucking 
monkey on your back. 
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"A drug like acid, you can't get a 
habit—once you've done all your tripping 
you've done it," he says. "The same with 
Ecstasy. Me, now, if I want a nice dance on 
Ecstasy, I'll have a quarter of one, that's all I 
need. 

"Manchester was a place for heroin, and 
downs, and speed until the E came in. And 
the E was a love drug, and it was good. Even 
all the football crowds, instead of wanting to 
fight, the drug made them just want to have a 
good time." 
By now, Shaun is revved up, and I real-

ize he's the opposite of most rock stars: 
He's coy about songs, but conceals nothing 
about his personal life. Out of cigarettes, 
he idly fishes in the ashtray, picks out a fil-
ter and a stub, screws them together and 
lights up. 
He seems to have forgotten the wife and 

kid; he's raring to go out. We make our way 
to a brightly lit Chinese restaurant. 

He's talking now about Manchester's 
seedier sections, about serial rapists and gang 
fights, about a teenager who dropped a slab 
of concrete sidewalk on a victim's head. 
"People like that, they just live to do people, 
go to jail, get out and do people again," he 
says. 

It's not like his scofflaw days. "Even when 
I've been desperate for money and I've seen 
some granny collecting a pension, I've never 
beat up an old person," he says. "People say 
criminals and drug dealers are all bad guys. 
But if you meet a lot of these people, you find 
out some are all right, they're pretty normal. 
It's just what they do." 
Opening a menu, Shaun goes straight for 

the lobster; when it arrives, he tears into it 
like Albert Finney as Tom Jones. Two 
women at the next table, in their 30s or early 
40s, recognize him, stare and smile. He wan-
ders over, gets into animated conversation 
with the blonde, seems to be smooching the 
brunette. At 1:30 a.m., the night is young; it's 
time to find a club. 

Shaun leads an entourage, now including 
the women, to the I Don't No Club, a 
speakeasy-looking basement with a glitter-
flecked ceiling, brightly polished brass rails 
and a dancefloor the size of a doormat, where 
Chinese and Anglo couples wriggle under 
flashing lights. As last call is announced, 
Paula, the blonde, gazes moonily into 
Shaun's eyes. "I'm not into your music," she 
says. " I'm into soul, really. But when you 
meet someone so genuine, well, it changes 
your mind." 1,v 

"Guy Clark is better than a good Texas brisket." 
Vince Gill 

"In my wildest dreams I look like Michelle Pfeiffer 
and write like Guy Clark." 

Pam Tullis 

Guy 
Clark 

boats 
to 
build 

For years, Guy Clark's songs have scored hits for artists like Ricky Skaggs, Rodney 

Crowell and Jerry Jeff Walker. The Texas native's songwriting influence has been 
acknowledged by Lyle Lovett, Nanci Griffith, Steve Earle and many others. 

With Boats to Build, Guy Clark unveils a collection of ten new songs destined to add 

to his reputation as one of America's finest singer-songwriters. 

Featuring the single and video, "Baton Rouge" 
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Roy Campbell 
New Kingdom 

Fiery equIlient debut album 
New directions for the 

cutting edge. 

COLEMAN NAWKINS 101580 

Pete Johnson 
Central Avenue Boogie 

From THE gore of boogie 
woogie piano. 1947 with 
unissued :iertarnances. 

Coleman Hawkins 
Rainbow Mist 

A masterpiece! 1944 with 
Dizzy allespie, Ben Webster. 

and others 

With Ira Sullivan's help vibist 
Cooper &splays his versatile 

and unique lyricism. 
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Willis Jackson 
Call O The Gators 

, These smckin' 1950 tenions 
from Gate+ Tail « etas first 

as a leader. 
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Lin Halliday 
East Of The Sun 

'Fine tenor player whose star Is 
finally on the rise" Jaz:Times 

With Ira Sillivaii. 
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Art Hodes 
Up In Volly's Room 
Praviously unissued 19.':' 
sussions with clarinetiai 

Volly DeFaut 

West Coast Jive 
The cats look seat & the jo nt is 
jumcin' with Wynonie Harris, 

Duke henderson, 
Cee Pei Johnson. 

Send for tree catalog: Delmark Records, 4121 N. Rockwell, Chicago, IL 60618 
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The 4200 Series. Designed For The Control Room, 
Not The living Room. 

Today's recording studio has evolved into a 
multi-function facility which simultaneously 
addresses the specialized needs of music 
recording, film and video post, and radio 
production. In this environment, where the 
most critical listening often occurs in the final 
mix, dose proximity monitors are often more 
important than the mains. The problem: most 
console top monitors, unfortunately, were 
designed for the living room not the control 
room. Until now. 

With the 4200 Series we're taking our stand 
from where you sit: right where you work at 
the console. Designed, engineered 
and tested from this position, the 
4200 Series is the first console mount 
monitor created specifically for the 
professional recording environment 

Both models give you pin-point 
imaging by delivering high and low 
frequency information to your ears at 
precisely the same instant By virtue 
of their symmetrical design the 4200 
Series monitors are mirror imaged. 
And so nothing gets in the way of your music, 
the 4200 Series introduces our uniquely sculpted MultiRadialTM 
baffles incorporating newly designed pure titanium tweeters and 
low frequency transducers. The combination of these technologies 
successfully corrects time arrival anomalies and eliminates baffle 
diffraction distortion. 

4200 Series: console top monitors designed in the studio, for the 
studio, with sonic performance rivaling much more expensive 
monitors. 4200 Series: the shape, and sound, of things to come. 
Available at your local authorized JBL Professional dealer 

TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE & CREATIVITY 

1992 WINNER 

11BL 
JBL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 

H A Harman International Company 
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t took almost 30 years for the man who put concept 
into rock guitar to play on his first concept record. 

"He had been chasing me for several months," Jeff 

Beck says of his sessions for Roger Waters' Amused 

to Death. "I didn't really respond because I was busy 

doing other things, but then he caught me on a 

good day when I was sort of around town and he 

said, 'Look, you don't have any obligation—I'll rent 

a studio for you for two hours and you can go along and listen, with just an engineer 

to play you the tapes.' I heard 'What God Wants' and I loved it, so I made the com-

mitment. And I enjoyed it, I really did. It was more like a comedy half-hour every 

day than hard work." 

It's a dark comedy with stark twists, but Jeff Beck likes playing on the fringe. He 

seldom surfaces, and only does when he responds to urgency in the music. Waters said 

that like most guitarists, Jeff would pick up his instrument and continue to improvise 

straight through whatever he was overdubbing until asked to stop; but unlike most 

guitarists, Jeff wanted guidance from his colleagues and left them with performances 

they'd remember for the rest of their lives. " Roger's a good musical director," Beck 

says. "But when he put me .)1, the thing was nowhere near completed or in any shape 

From rockabilly 

to Roger Waters 

by M ATT RESNICOFF 

where you could say, `Ah, I know exactly what's needed.' He 

would play me only the pieces where he wanted the guitar. I 

think he tried to prevent me from getting too blown away by 

the majesty of the whole album, you know? He heard some of 

the stuff I did on Guitar Shop and he lilted it a lot, and I think 

that's why he thought, 'I want that element; it would be good 

for that' But he never told me that; he just let me play" 

To create the Becknique that would attract Waters and 

astound many others, Jeff never even touched wood. The 

melodies from Guitar Shop's "Where Were You" and "Two 

Rivers" were painstakingly executed by striking harmon-

ics—notes brought out by plucking strings held lightly just 

over the fretwire—and bending them solely with the vibrato 

arm. Beck left his Kahler-loaded Jackson Soloist in the case 

for those tracks, preferring to tough it out on a Fender Strat 

live and on record. The catch is that he'd often begin with a 

harmonic already bent up, as in "Where Were You," hit it 

and have it sink, then move to other natural-harmonic loca-

tions on the neck and continue the line, bending in and out 

with the bar for discrete intervals as small as semitones. 

"That's the song Roger loved the most," Jeff says, "and he 

told me, 'I want you to do that kind of stuff on my album.' I 

said, `Well, that took a lot of writing; we had to spend ages 

working out where all the harmonics were and then bending 

the arm to make the tune. I write by inspiration of one note 

going into another.' And he said, Well, let's just throw some-

thing at the wall and see what happens.' [Keyboardist/pro-

ducer] Pat Leonard hit a few chords just at the tail, the end-of-

the-session messaround, and we recorded about five or 10 

minutes of that. And then one day, the story goes, at the end 

of a long recording day, Roger was driving home from the 

hills and he played this tape of the day's work, and at the end 

of it he couldn't touch the tape machine because he was driv-

ing. It ran on and suddenly this stuff came on, and he thought, 

`Jesus Christ, what's this? I want this straight away.'" 

The forgotten jam became the intro and backing for the 
spare album opener "The Ballad of Bill Hdlhard"; elsewhere, 
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WAITING IS THE HARDEST PART 

Catch up with 

THE SKELETONS 

and have yourself 

"a maximum twelve-pack 

experience without the beer" 

(Rocky Mountain News). 

You've heard 'em play with Jonathan Richman, 

Scott Kempner and Dave Alvin... 

now shake and push to the long-awaited 

album from 

"the greatest undiscovered rock 

and roll band of the recent past" 

(Washington Post). 

. WAITING. 
14 SONGS INCLUDING 

"Downtown", 

"Play With My Mind" and 

"Waiting For My Gin to Hit Me" 

Alias Records 

u aid 284 West Noe 4eflUe Burbank CA 993 

BIB / 366-ion dept. 
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The Musician's Survival Course 
Hands-On Look at the Law and Biuiness of the Music inclustry 

• Saturday, November 14th, 1992 • The Lone Star Roadhoise, 
12-6PM (Reception follows) 240 West 52nd Street, NY City 

Jo keep your musical career on track you need to be able to handle crucial business decisions. The 
Musician's Survival Course provides a step-by-step explanation of the key contract p-ovisions working 

musicians are most likely to encounter. Hear war stories and learn how to avoid common mistakes. 

Your instructor is music attorney and award-winning journalist Stan Soocher, long-time editor 
of Entertainment Law & Finance and Musician contributor. The Musician's Survival Course will 

examine the following contracts point by point: 

• Management Agreements • Agency and Booicing Agreements 

• Merchandising Agreements • Songwriting Agreements 

• Demo, Production, Tape-Shopping and lndie vs. Mor Label Agreements 

Plus how to find and deal with lawyers, rights to band names, copyrights and more. 

The cost: $ 45 (postmarked by Nov. 1) 
$55 (after Nov. 1 and at the door) 

To reserve your seat, send payment, along with your name, address and phone number to: 
The Musician's Survival Course, P.O. Box 229, Port Monmouth, NJ 07758. For more 

information call 908-495-1763 today! 
Sponsored by 

Beck places slide-like screams through several 
reprises of "What God Wants." Hard to believe 

the guitar odyssey began nearly 30 years ago with 

Jeff's diehard affection for Gene Vincent and the 

Blue Caps' brilliant lead player Cliff Gallup. 

Today Beck is working on an album of note-for-

note covers of Gallup's bebop-inflected rockabil-

ly solos alongside the Big Town Playboys. The 

Playboys are an authentic swing/blues/country-

rock band Jeff met with in London and nearly 

adopted as his own, before discovering how 

incompatible his current writing was with his 
initial motivations to be a musician. 

"It's a very topical question as to whether it's a 

'Jeff Beck project' or not," he says, "because I'm 

really using another band which exists already to 

participate with me on it. Packaging is going to be 

quite a talking point with us, because we need to 

put the focus where it's going to be effective, you 
know what I mean? It's really just to prove how 

advanced the music was, and how exciting it was 

in '56...but with the modern recording sound 

that we've got, we're trying to bring out more 

dynamics and sonics. We used old mikes in some 
of the tracks, but going through modern SSL 

desks and stuff, so kids won't be able to complain 

about the sound not being up to scratch." 

Breathing new life into classic forms defines 
Jeff Beck; his vibrato technique, in its white-

knuckled melodic simplicity, extends the legacy 
into its next phase. And it's the hardest work 

he's done. "Sure, yeah," he says. " It is, but I feel 

pretty happy about spending the time with it 

because the rewards are there; people seem to 

respond to the emotion that you can get from 

that style. And the purity of the harmonic note 

is just another angle of what the electric guitar 

can do. I mean, people use it all over the place in 

rock, but not with those sort of nice sweeping 

melodies. It's kind of my little thing I've got 
going, you know?" fl 

BLOW BY BLOW 

.1
. he old Bassman amplifier JEFF BECK got 

from the men at Fender London, auto-

graphed by associates Buddy Guy and Eric 

Clanton, was stolen from the main hallway 

in his house, where it waited to be loaded 

and unloaded on trips to and from studios. " I only 

wanted it for sessions and stuff, where I could 

keep my eye on it, but," Jeff laughs, " I didn't. It's 

gone." He's still got tabs on his many Strats and 

an old Gretsch Duo Jet just like Cliff Gallup's, 

which he used for all his note-for-note galloping 

through the Gene Vincent tribute record with the 

Big Town Playboys. 
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s bass player with the Police, Sting 

helped revive the old idea (as old 

as Cream, anyway) of the singer/ 

bassist as bandleader. When he 

launched his solo career, though, 

Sting switched to guitar. He 

strummed through his first two 

post-Police albums, Dream of the 

Blue Turtles and Nothing Like the Sun, and the tours that went with them. Only on 
his Sou/ Cages tour last year did Sting return to the bass. We talked to him about the 

joys and frustrations of his chosen instrument. 

"In a way I took a holiday for five years," Sting said. " Playing bass and singing is 

quite difficult. Strumming along to a song on a guitar while you sing is all the same 

thing. Often basslines are opposed to the rhythm of the singing. It's contrapuntal, 

quite difficult, so I just took a holiday, got a couple of really great bass players, sang 

my songs and strummed along. I enjoyed that holiday. But my instrument is the 

Returning from a 

bassman's holiday 

by BILL FLANAGAN 

bass. I feel affinity with the bass and I feel I have a contribu-

tion to make, so I'm playing bass again. 

"I mean, I played the bass on the albums. I didn't give it up 

entirely. In a way, taking the time off from playing onstage 

refreshed my imagination on bass. 

"It's much easier to control the dynamic of the band with 

the bass than with any of the other instruments. Also, when 

David (Sancious, the keyboard player) plays a C chord, it's 

not a C chord until the bass player has put his note in. I can 

change the chord at will. Therefore I can change the harmon-

ic structure of the song, the dynamic structure of the song, 
and having the low end with the bass and the high end with 

my voice, I feel I can really drive this thing without seeming 

to drive it or being dictatorial. So it's ideal for a bandleader, 
especially in a small group which is trying to have the flexi-

bility of a jazz group without playing jazz." 

Although Sting says his basic philosophy of bass playing 

comes from "Stax and Motown, I love eight beats to the bai;" 

he is nothing if not ambitious. "In a way," he said, "if you're 

serious about music you become more and more adrift. 

Musicians are trained to use a part of the brain that most lis-

teners don't. Most listeners to popular music can cope with 

thirds, fifths, sevenths, simple intervals. Once you get into 

sixths or thirteenths... In my case, what I love now is atonal 

music, I love that bitter sense it gives me. I really find it excit-

ing, it draws the tension out of me. So I suppose my music 

will eventually veer towards something that will not be to the 

popular taste. Even though I'd like it to be. In a sense my job 

is to be a populist, to try to popularize more difficult ideas 

than you would expect on the radio." 

To add to his musical palette, Sting has been studying 

cello. " It's funny," he explained, "the cello has the same scales 

as a Fender bass, but tuned in fifths. So it gives you ideas; you 

play a blues scale and fall into different stuff." 

Asked which of his songs were built from bass tiffs, Sting 

said, "'Walking on the Moon' was a bass riff. A lot of the 

Police songs were. A lot of the Soul [coned on page 82] 
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n his recent Blues and More, Vol-

ume I (Windham Hill Jazz), 

pianist and vocalist Henry Butler 

tackles, among other things, that 

resort-hotel lounge pianist stand-

by "Jamaica Farewell." It's not a 

parody, and it's not such a distant 

free-form extrapolation that the 

melody vanishes. 

But, as is the case with much of Butler's work, it's not wholly traditional—in a 

sneaky, insurgent kind of way. There are powerful tonic chords that swell up into 

gospel glory. There are little fugue-like turnarounds that tip the hat to Johann Sebas-

tian Bach. There are simple chord vamps for improvisation that help Butler call forth 

some unorthodox bebop. 

And yet, it's impossible to miss the sing-songy melody. "The melody just kept 

coming back to me," Butler said recently, sitting in front of a nine-foot Steinway, his 

piano of choice. " It occurred to me that it was a challenge—to make this old song 

unique enough for me to play it and be interested in it." 

A native of New Orleans, Butler is on the faculty of Southern Illinois University. 

• 

How to breathe life into an 

old standard 

by TOM M OON 

He says tackling such a shopworn song aligns with what 

Professor Longhair used to do, and also dovetails with the 

sermon he preaches to his students. "Before you even start 

working on a tune, you have to know that every tune you 

play is yours. If John Doe is playing a piece you like, it's his 

piece while he's playing it. But when you play it, you should 

be able to adapt it to fit your personality, the way you live 

and think, the way you approach the piano. It doesn't matter 

what people think—when I'm playing it matters what I like. 

That's a difficult thing for students to learn." 

Butler faced some serious work to make "Jamaica 

Farewell" his own. He started with a little figure at the end of 

each verse that took the song out of its El key center, and 

extended the form. " I used the vi chord (in B, a C minor 

chord) as the pivot for what is essentially a quick modula-

tion. It functions as a dominant chord, and it can take you to 

F, only for a short time. Then I play another minor vi chord 

into a G altered dominant, which again has the minor third. 

Then it goes back to a, where there are some very plain-
sounding chords to lead into the next verse." 

Butler used the same device at the tag ending—except each 

ascending whole step is preceded by its dominant, which cre-

ates the effect of moving around the cycle of fifths. He 

believes that by adding measures to the form—for the pianist 

playing solo, it's an easy thing to do—he can give this familiar 

song a challenging (if not progressive) element while remain-

ing true to its folk roots. 

Along the same lines, he added a blowing section in the 

middle of the tune. It's based on a simple I-IV vamp, and it 

moves through different key centers—at one point, before 

returning to the a verse, it alternates between D6 and G. " I 

was mostly looking for flavor there," Butler says, rippling 

through a stream of New Orleans blues over the changes. "It 

was just about changing the hue a bit...A lot of guys, they'd 

be playing the augmented 11 chord there, getting into some-

thing almost beboppish. I didn't want to do that too much, 

though it definitely can work. Even at the end, I wanted to 
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Dr. John 
New Orleans Piano 

Discover The Musician 
Within You! 

TWO 60-MIN. VIDEOS $49.95 ea.• 

These lessons are jammed full 
of the powerful playing and 
slowed-down instruction of 
one of the premier artists of 
our time. Tape 1—The styles 
of Professor Longhair, Pine 
Top Smith, Fats Domino and 
others. Tape 2—The styles 
of Huey "Piano" Smith, 
Tuts Washington, Allen 
Toussaint and Mac (Dr. 
John) Rebennack himself. 

CA complete two-tape series. 
Complete set can be purchased 
for the special price of $79.95. 

Howard 
Levy 
New Directions 
For Harmonica 
Expanding Your Technique 

featuring The Band 

105-MIN. VIDEO $49.95 

Howard Levy (of the Fleck-
tones) has developed an 
astounding ability to play 
every note in every key on a 
basic ten-hole harmonica. He 
teaches you the basics needed 
to play a wide variety of styles 
(jazz, Latin, blues, classical, 
pop) on your harp. You'll learn 
bends, overblows, overdraws 
and important theory to give 
you an understanding of the 
broader potential of the 
harmonica. 

ORDER FORM 

O Dr John Teaches I,eew Orleans Piano D Tape 1 Cl rape 2 $45.95 ea plus 

toLoo• post. & hand. D Two-video set $79.95 plus $6 00' post. & hand. 
0 New Directions For Harmonica, $49.95 plus $4.00' post. & hand. 

Levon Helm On Drums And Drumming, $49.95 plus $4.00' post. er hand. 
0 The Acoustic Guitar Of Jorrna Kaukonen, $49.95 plus $4.00* post & hand. 

0 Roy Rogers' Slide Guitar, $49.95 plus $4.00' post. á hand. 

NYS residents add 7% sales tax. 

COD. orders accepted in U.S. only. Write or call 1-800-33-TAPES (US. & 
Canada) or (914) 679-7832. FAX#914-246-5282. 

El VISA D MasterCard Exp. date   

Carda  

Name  

Address  

City  State  Zip   

Send for FREE catalog listing hundreds of instructional audio and video tapes. 12/92 
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L Box 694MU, Woodstock, NY 12498 - 1-800-338-2737 j 

oy Rogers 
Slide Guitar For 
Rock And Blues 
90-MIN. VIDEO $49.95 

Learn slide guitar technique 
with one of the world's hottest 
players! Roy Rogers explains 
all the components of great 
slide rhythm and lead playing 
while teaching you several 
great tunes. You'll learn pick-
ing techniques, two-string 
leads, damping, use of vibrato 
and harmonics, playing melody 
with rhythm, Robert Johnson 
licks, dynamic solos and much 
more. Beginners will be inspired; 
experienced players will develop 
powerful new skills. 

Jorma 
Kaukonen 
The Acoustic Guitar 
with special guest 
Jack Casady 

100-MIN. VIDEO $49.95 

Learn Jorma's solid finger-
picking blues style through 
some of his favorite tradi-
tional and original tunes: West 
Coast Blues, Hesitation Blues, 
Crystal City and Embryonic 
Journey. This unique video 
includes tips an picking style, 
slide technique, open tunings 
and a demonstration with 
Airplane/Hot Tuna partner 
Jack Casady on how to develop 
a song with a bass player. 
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Levon Helm 
On Drums And 
Drumming 
featuring The Band 

105-MIN. VIDEO $49.95 

Here's a lesson for all musi-
cians, from beginners to pro-
fessionals, from a true rock 
legend! Levon Helm cooks 
through several tunes while 
teaching the techniques, 
drum concepts, "feels" and 
influences that shape his dis-
tinctive sound: Delta blues, 
country, the Memphis sound, 
rockabilly and, of course, the 
music of The Band. Includes 
personal insights about the 
music and events that helped 
shape rock 'n' roll history and 
specially staged performances 
by The Band! 

Dealer inquiries 
welcome 
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 put just a trace of unusual harmony in, because I 
was really trying to launch a rhythm thing with 

two-year gig gave Blevins the confidence to move 

to New York. "To this day my Hiatt association 

still gets me work. A lot of people saw that band." 

He now splits his living between cutting 
albums and demos, touring and playing Man-

hattan clubs behind everyone from hopeful 

singer/songwriters to established artists like 
Shawn Colvin. As hackneyed as it sounds, 

working regularly depends on who you know. 

"Any kind of schmoozing, party- or club-

going I do is aimed at making contact. It's hard, 

'cause I hate being in a smoke-filled room, but 

since I know a few people I'll usually be intro-

duced. Then I can strike up a conversation and 

exchange phone numbers. You write your 

number on the back of a card and often people 

will dig it up and call you. 

"When I get off a tow; I'm on the phone. If you 

don't let people know you're back they won't call 

you. You have to touch base every week." 

The amount of money he can make ranges 

from $100 plus cartage for showcasing at small 

venues like the China Club or the Bitter End to 

$50 a tune for songwriter's demos to the union 

minimum recording scale of $240 (" I always ask 

for more") for three hours when he's in the studio 

Ir 
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MUSICIAN WEAR WHERE EVER YOU GO 

S M,L,XL Black or White Total 
T-Shirt 100% Cotton 
Tank Top 
Sweatshirt 50/50 
Sweatpants 50/50 ( not shown) 
Baseball Cap 
Varsity Jacket IL & XL only) Block Only 
w/ Leather Sleeves ( L & XL only) Black Only 
Add 53.00 postage and handling for all orders Outside U S odd S8.00. U.S. funds only. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. 

Quantity Price Each 
S10.00 
510.00 
S16.00 
51600 
S9.00 

S95.00 
S150.00 

ADDRESS 

DRY / STATE / 21P 

Send check or money order to: MUSICIAN WEAR, Dept. 15, P.O. Box 12591, Pensacola, FL 32574-2591 
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with people like Hiatt or Colvin. On a "rock 'n' 

roll world tour" the salary ranges from $750 to 
$2500 a week. For television appearances like 

Hiatt on "Saturday Night Live," the ballpark is 

"five to six hundred for a couple songs. And I got 
paid more than the bass player because I sang 

backup. The money goes up the more you can do. 

"Negotiating over price is something I'm bet-

ter at than I used to be. Now I can make calls, 

haggle, bargain over the fee. Even if they say no 

and hang up, a lot of times they'll call right back 

You have to know when to take that chance. I 

never ask for too much. I can't demand what 

Keltner would, I don't have his resume." 

Being your own manager, agent and publicist 

can backfire. In the fall of '91 Blevins was asked 

to tour and record with the Waterboys, and was 

even given points on album sales. He'd made a 

deal. As he was leaving for the airport the band's 
management called and told him the album was 

postponed. Tours he'd been offered with Curtis 

Stigers and Marc Cohn for the same time were 

lost, leaving Blevins with three blank months to 

fill. " I'm not the only guy this has happened to. 

Maybe I should have investigated a little more. 
I'm a working musician, I'm not a songwriter. I 

don't have residuals coming in. I'm not an artist, 

I'm a player. When somebody tells me some-

thing I take it at face value. It was a bad experi-

ence, but I see it as part of learning." 

Blevins has been fortunate: How many 
drummers would come to New York without 

knowing how to read music? " I don't think I'd 

work more if I read. I'm viewed as a drummer 

from Louisiana with `that feel' that people seem 

to like. It helps me to find my own niche. I 

could play Latin, klezmer—if I can get along 

with someone, I can play their music." 

But does the on/off nature of the music busi-

ness leave this usually relaxed man biting his nails? 

"Like a lot of musicians, I have my bouts with 

feeling bad. You make money for a while, then 

you're out of work. But coming from Louisiana, 

where it's so hot you'll bust a vein if you worry, 

maybe I have an attitude that keeps me calm." It's 

the same, he says, with working "It all really boils 

down to how well you can play and get along with 

the people you work with." t„/è 

JAM -BALAYA 

I(
 ENNY BLEVINS thumps Drum Workshop 

mounted tom-toms measuring 8x10 and 

9x13 and a floor tom that's 16x16. He 

bangs three Solid Percussion snares: a 

14x6 maple, a 14x4 red oak and a 14x4 

cocabola. And he crashes Sabian cymbals. 
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Call us at 
1-800-999-9988 
for 19931111.B. 
information and 

CI! try forms 

AND GET YOUR MUSIC HEARD 
Musician Magazine announces the 1993 BEST UNSIGNED BAND CONTEST. All tapes will be reviewed by the publishers and 
editors of Musician Magazine. Winners will be chosen by an all-star panel of music industry judges featuring the talents of 

David Byrne, Rosanne Cash, Sonny Rollins, producer Butch Vig and the Red Hot Chili Peppers' Flea. 

IF YOUR MUSIC DESERVES TO BE HEARD, WE'RE READY TO LISTEN. 

511 



DEVELOPMENTS 

STOMPIN' WITH ACE AND EDDIE 

IN THE BEGINNING, THERE WAS THE STOMP BOX. 

Just kick that sucker and it fuzzed or wah'd or whooshed or whatever. 

Then came the multieffects processor, forcing players to learn to read a 

manual. Finally we've evolved to the multieffects stomp box. That's right 

folks, two mints in one—a whole bunch of nifty parameters that you can 

step on. Working as Jimi Hendrix' engineer, Eddie Kramer was helping 

to invent these sounds long before anyone put them in a box. And Ace 

Frehley has always gotten his grunge the old-fashioned way. " I can't use 

these fuckin' things," says the former Kiss guitarist. ' I end up smashin' 

'em in one show. I just plug into an amp, turn it on 10 and it sounds 

fuckin' great." 

Musician put these two seasoned cynics together with three popular 

boxes—Digitech's RP1, Zoom's 9000 (with footswitch) and the new A4 

from Korg. What we got was an extremely unscientific (and brutally hon-

est) look at a few of the strengths and weaknesses of these units. They're 

all programmable, but we stuck with the factory settings for this quick 

test. "The presets on these things are great," says Kramer. "If you want a 

particular sound quickly, you can just zap it in there. The Korg really sur-

prised me. Both Ace and myself like to create real-time delays in the stu-

dio, and these delay sounds hold up very well. Also, it's obvious they've 

done their homework in the distortion department." Frehley agrees: "The 

Korg was warmer, more like a tube sound, and the separation between the 

pedals is a little wider. That makes a difference to a guy with a big foot, like 

me." Bigfoot Frehley also had a problem with the Digitech RP1's two-

tiered design. "I stepped on footswitch 8 and by accident I also stepped on 

3," he says. "That's totally fucked! You gotta be a ballerina to use this 

thing." Uh huh...well, Ace, what else do you like about the RP1? "This 

unit has more gain, and putting the input and output controls right on the 

front panel keeps things real straightforward. It also gives you more op-

tions soundwise. The RP1 has a better variety of sounds than the others, 

but it's a lot easier to work with your hands than your feet." Fair enough. 

Now, Eddie, how about this wedge-shaped wonder from Zoom? "It's a 

nice, compact box, made to fit under the handle of an amp. But who's to 

say you're going to have a handle?" 

"It could be gaffer-taped to your amp," suggests Frehley, " but the 

problem is these little buttons. None of 'em have any writing on 'em. It's 

like fuckin' braille. If you were blind, this would be great. Also, I'd have 

made it bigger, but the Japanese have little fingers." 

Kramer plugs in the Zoom and Frehley cranks it up. "This has got some 

unique little sounds, no doubt about it," says Kramer. Frehley stops 

shredding long enough to yell, "Bank 3, setting 4 [a monstrous octave-

lower distortion patch], I could do a killer solo with that sound. Zoom 

patch 34 is death." 

"Overall, I think we've heard some really interesting sounds," says 

Kramer. "For pure coolness and availability of sounds at your fingertips, 

the RP1 is very useful. It also pushes the amp better than the others." 

"If I had to use one of these boxes live, I'd take the Korg," says Frehley. 

"The Digitech is great for the musician who wants to use pedals in the stu-

dio. And I'd buy the Zoom fops that one sound, I swear to God." 

Special thanks to Roy Clark, Victor Moore and everyone at Manhattan 

Center Studios. PETER CRONIN & MATT RESNICOFF 
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Audio2rechnica 
wireless is 
sweeping the 
country! 

Holly Dunn uses her ATW-1032-HE 
in performance at Opryland 

There is one constant in country 
music: you must tour to succeed. 
And in this business, touring is 
year-round... at huge auditoriums, 
state fairs, large and small clubs, 
and outdoor festivals. 
With such widely varying 

venues and almost daily set-up 
and tear-down, it's hard to get 
the recording studio quality that 
the fans demand at every show. 

That's why country music art-
ists are turning to Audio-Technica 
to solve their wireless problems. 
Stars like Holly Dunn find that A-T 
wireless microphones offer just 
the sound they need to project 
their personal artistry 

Here are just a few of the 
other top country vocalists 
and musicians who depend 
on Audio-Technica wireless 
microphones: 

• Shelby Lynne 
• Baitlie and the Boys 
• Highway 101 
• Jo-El Sonnier 
• The Remingtons 
• Russ Pahl and Jack 
Sundrud with Great Plains 

• Jim Horn, saxophonist with 
Rodney Crowell and John 
Denver 

• BeBe and CeCe Winans 
• Michael Rhodes, bassist for 
Steve Winwood and Rodney 
Crowell 

And the list goes on. 

Reliable performance is a must, 
of course. But the sound must 
meet ever-rising standards. The 
goal is well-balanced, wide-range 

music with no distortion, no drop-
outs, no dead spots.. no matter 
how hostile the environment. 
Audio-Technica wireless sys-

tems meet these high standards 
day after day, night after night, 
tour after tour. 
No matter what your style 

of music, or how heavy your 
touring schedule, depend on 
Audio-Technica for reliable, 
top-quality wireless sound. See 
your nearby Audio-Tecnnica 
dealer or write. call, or fax for 
more details today. 

audio-technica 
INNOVATION PRECISION INTEGRITY 
Avallable In the U S and Canada trom Audol'echnica US, Inc 

1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224 
(216) 686-2600 • Fax (216) 686-0719 



DEVELOPMENTS 

SYNTH I FELL FOR YOU 

M
ention guitar synthesizers to a roomful of players 
and the responses will most likely fall somewhere 

between disinterest and mockery. The new GR-1 

from Roland could do a lot to change these lin-

gering perceptions. Touted as Roland's most 

advanced guitar synth yet, the GR-1 delivers phenomenal tracking and 

dynamic range in a compact floor unit packed with features. Weighing in 

at seven pounds, the GR-1 combines multi-timbral, state-of-the-art sam-

pled sounds with a well-designed interface that even novices will find easy 

to navigate. 

The companion GK-2 Synthesizer Driver, which mounts easily on 

any electric or steel-string acoustic, provides individual string pickups 

and allows you to merge the guitar's audio signal with digital control 

information. The GK-2 also provides a synth/guitar/both output switch, 

a synth volume knob and two data buttons for easy access to GR-1 

parameters. User friendliness is critical to. wide acceptance of a guitar 

synth, and the GR-1's footpedal design, coupled with plenty of knobs for 

direct editing, makes this the best unit I've seen. There are 200 onboard 

samples, and that number can be doubled using a soon-to-be-introduced 

wave expansion board (priced in the $300 range). You can layer two 

tones per patch and store a series of critical parameters with each patch. 

My favorites are string sensitivity for each string (critical for style and 

dynamics, from fingerpicking to tapping), tone assignment to strings (for 

splits), open tunings, velocity mix of the two tones, and chromatic or 

smooth bending. Staple digital effects (chorus, delay, reverb) are also pro-

vided. The multi-timbral feature allows multi-channel access to three 

parts and a separate drum set. You can also play a guitar part on top, with-

in a limit of 24 voices. Although tracking with external MIDI modules 

isn't quite airtight, the results are impressive. 

I found few superfluous tones in the original sound set, with clean, 

crisp piano and horn samples, great strings and synths, and surprisingly 

realistic guitars, basses and organs. The editing functions are simple and 

intuitive, and extensive MIDI features allow the player to perform with 

complex systems under 

GR-1 footpedal control. 

Routing options include 

Mix Out, Guitar Return, 

Guitar Out, Volume 

Pedal and Expression 

Pedal (assignable to a 

variety of MIDI control 

functions). You can pro-

gram advanced pitch-

shift functions, split 

octaves, add modulation, 

or hold notes (three types 

of sustain) by using 

optional footpedals. Other cool features include a tuner that displays the 

name of any note played, pitch-offset between tones for harmonization, 

and a simple four-track, 2000-note sequencer. A well-written manual 

(hooray!) makes it easy for MIDI beginners to dive in. 

At a breakthrough price of $ 1295 (about what you'd expect to pay far a 

good effects unit), this is the guitar synth for everyman. The GR-1 is 

Roland's seventh-generation model, and proof that their lasting commit-

ment to providing a truly guitaristic controller has finally paid off. 

MINA! MANOLIU 

FOSTEX has entered into a licensing agreement with and will be utilizing the format and ADAT technology. Look for a product introcuc-

bon from Fostex in early '93. has upped the power with the SM-900. This 24-pound bass amp squeezes a cool 900 watts into two rack spaces. Also 

on board are two three-band, sweepable EQs, which can be controlled by footswitch, and an all-tube preamp. Eric Johnson and James Taylor have been 

"unplugging" into the Trace Acoustic amp from TRACE ELLIOT. Adrian Legg 

played his Ovation acoustic through one at a recent mini-set in Musician's 

New York office, and if his sound was any indication, this amp is worth 

checking out. ZOOM is going high-end with its new 9200 Advanced Rever-

beration Processor. The unit features 31 effect templates and can be configured to act as one, two, three or four independent digital signal processors. 

The price? $2995. JI COOPER has unveiled the Datasync MIDI synchronizer for the ALESIS ADAT recorder. The unit plugs into a nine-pin port on the back 

of the ADAT and converts the recorder's sample clock to MIDI time code. That way you don't eat up any tracks. Also from J1 Cooper is Softrnix. This soft-

ware allows musicians to automate their SOUNDCFtAF1 Spirit console through a Macintosh, and retails for $499.95. The folks at are beginning 

to attract a lot of attention with their distribution of German-made signal processing gear. Samson has also found the time to introduce the 

Model 2242 Portable Mixer, featuring 10 XLR inputs, six stereo inputs, four stereo effects returns and onboard phantom power. A lot of stuff for a list 

price of $ 1129.99. is making it easier than ever to get into sampling with the new S01. This easy-to-use sampler delivers 16-bit quality sound and 

retails for under a grand. PETER CRONIN 
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Gite Musician 
gilt subscriptions 
to everyone who 
loves music get 
this CD sampler 
tree 
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Plus a chance 
tor all of you 
to win new CD 
players and CD 
collections. 

Musician Holiday (qift Order PO re 
Please send gift subscriptions as listed below and rush me my free CD upon receipt of payment. This foirn is also my raffle entry 
to win complete sets of all 29 full-length CDs featured on the sampler arid o new CD player for me and each of my gift recipients. 

01 Renew my subscription at address shown. 
0 Payment enclosed for $  
CI Bill me for $  

01 Charge to my credit card 
10 Mastercard 01 VISA Card Exp. Date  

Signature  

If you're using a credit card or enclosing payment, 

mail this completed order card with your payment in 

an envelope to: 

MUSICIAN, P.O. Box 1923, Marion OH 43305 

SIFT POR: First Order- 1 year...$15.99 ( 12 issues) 

Name 

Address 

City/State Zip 

5IFT FOR: Each Additánal Order-1 year...$12.00 

Name 

Address 

City/State/Zip 

SIFT FROM: 
Add $ 12 for Canadian and foreign orders. Payable in Name  

U.S. dollars only. 

California residents: Please add applicable sales tax. 

C) ecycled Paper 

Arens 

WState/Zip 

MEM37-0 

Musician Holiday cqift Order Form 
Please send gift subscriptions as listed below and rush me my free CD upon receipt of payment. This form i also my raffle entry 
to win complete sets of all 29 full-length CDs featured on the sampler and a new CD player for me and each of my g.ft recipients. 

IJ Renew my subscrption at address shown. 

Payment enclosed for $  

0 Bill me for $  
Charge to my credit card 

0 Mastercard J VISA Card Exp. Date  

Signahre  

If you're using a credit card or enclosing payment, 

mail this completed order card with your payment in 

an envelope to: 

MUSICIAN, P.O. Box 1923, Marion OH 43305. 

Add $12 for Canadian and foreign orders. Payable 

in U.S. dollars only. 

California residents: Please ado applicable sales tax. 

Recycled Pape. 
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Name 

Address 

City/State Z,p 

F:IFT FOR: 
Name 

Address 

City/State.Zip 

51Fer FROD1: 
Name 

First Orde7.-1 year...$15.99 ( 12 issues) 

Each Additional Order- 1 year...$12.00 

Address 

City/State/Zip 
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Musician Holiday sift Order Form 
Pease send gift subscriptions as listed below and rush me my free CD upon receipt of payment. This form is also ray raffle entry 
to win complete sets of all 29 full-length CDs featured on the sompier and a new CD player for me and each of my gift recipients. 

CI Renew my subscription at address shown. 
0 Payment enclosed for $  

Cl Bill me for $  

0 Charge to my credit card 

0 Mastercard 0 VISA Card Exp. Date  

Signature  

If you're usirg a credit card or enclosing payment, 

mail this completed order card with your payment in 

an envelope to: 

MUSIC:AN, P.O. Box 1923, Marion OH 43305. 

Add $12 for Canadian and foreign orders. Payable in 

U.S. ddlars only. 

California residents: Please add applicable sales tax. 

bli7 FOR: 
Name  

Address 

City/State/Zip 

5IPT FOR: 
Name 

Address 

City/State/Zip 

SIÉ7 PROW: 

Name 

Address 

City/State/Zip   

First Order—) year. $ 15.99 ( 12 issues) 

Each Additicnal Order- 1 year...$12.00 
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THE 
The SAX Poster" is a comprehensive reference system for sax players whici will 
help at every stage cf their development It has the world's all time best sax fingering 

chart, a complete cross reference system for music theory, and it teaches any player 
to solo by showing how to play the blues. • FINGERING CHART • TREBLE CLEF • TABLE 
OF KEYS • CHORD & SCALE TABLE • CIRCLE Of FIFTHS • SAX EFFECTS & TECHNIQUES 
• PRACTICE TIPS • TRANSPOSING FOR SAX. BUILDING & IMPROVISING SOLOS! 

Over the years these big, beautiful art prints have become a valued part of 
millions of homes, libraries, schools and studios. The most comprehensive 
music resources available in any format, they have become true classics, 
and are world renowned for showing musicians how to understand and 
apply the principles of harmony EVEN IF  THEY DON'T READ MUSIC! 

GUITAR POSTER' 
This poster has 
been answering 
guitarists' 
questions for 
more than a 
decade and is 
still the most 
complete guide 
to the guitar 
ever made! It 
contains a wealth 
of information for 
all guitar players, 
no matter what 
their style or their 
level of musical 
accomplishment. 
•MOVABLE 
CHORD & SCALE 

FORMS • TABLE OF KEYS • CHORD & SCALE 
TABLE • NOTES OF THE NECK • BASIC CHORDS 
• OPEN TUNINGS • CIRCLE Of FIFTHS • MORE!! 

ELECTRIC BASS POSTER' 

Featuring a 
collection of 
vintage bass 
guitars, this 
poster shows 
you how to play 
hot bass and 
hold down the 
rhythm section 
in any band 
playing today's 
popular music. 
•TUNING 
GUIDE • NOTES 
OF THE NECK 
• BASS KEY 
SIGNATURES, 
• BASS LINES 
• ALTERING 

SCALES & ARPEGGIOS • COMMON CHORDS 
& SCALES • INTERLOCKING PENTATONIC 
SCALE FORMS • BASS HARMONICS • MORE! 

KEYBOARD POSTER" 
This beautiful 
work of educa-
tional art makes 
visualizing and 
applying the 
principles of 
harmony as easy 
as DO RE MI. 
The easy-to-use 
music theory 
applies to every 
keyboard 
instrument piano, 
organ, and all 
synthesizers, 
Included are: 
• FOUR OCTAVE 
LIFE SIZE KEY-
BOARD • BASS 

& TREBLE KEY SIGNATURES • TABLE OF 
KEYS • CHORD & SCALE TABLE • TWELVE 
MAJOR SCALES • CIRCLE OF FIFTHS • MORE! 

MIDI POSTER 
ML sàcm. INSTRUMENT DIGITAL INTETITICI MUSICAL 

INSTRUMENT 
DIGITAL 
INTERFACE is 
the electronic 
digital standard 
that has revolu-
tionized mus c. 
Whether you're 
playing organ 
for your church 
or drumming in 
a rock band, an 
understanding 
of MIDI and 
how it works is 
essential for 
anyone who is 
serious about 
today's music. 

• MIDI NOTE NUMBERS • MIDI CONTROLER 
NUMBERS • MODES • TROUBLESHOOTING 
• GLOSSARY OF MIDI TERMS • FLOW 
CHARTS • SOMETHING FOR EVERY MIDIOT 

ROCK GUITAR POSTER' 

This totally radical 
poster shows 
how to play the 
hard rock and 
heavy metal lead 
and rhythm guitar 
used by today's 
rockers. The 
poster explores 
rock styles in 
great detail, 
explaining the 
chords, scales, 
and the guitar 
techniques used 
by the biggest 
stars playing 
today's hard rock. 

• MOVABLE MINOR PENTATONIC ROCK 
SCALE FORMS • POWER CHORDS • NOTES 
OF THE NECK • TWO HAND TAPPING 
WHAMMY BAR • TIPS & TECHNIQUES • MORE! 

These big (24" X 36"), beautiful, educational art prints are • nly $7.95 ea., or LAMINATED to last, only $15.95 ea. 

7K14Sle 110'7ES' 
DURABLE, PORTABLE REFERENCE CAFDS 

MUSIC THEORY FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS! 

These 8.5" X 11" heavy-duty laminated cards let you take 
the answers with you. The Table of Keys*, and the Chord 
and Scale Table*. are the definitive music charting, 

transposing and theory tools for all students, teachers„ and 

songwriters. 66.95 per set! Handy and Portable 

CIRCLE OF FIFTHS mini poster (18"X 25") 
This beautiful graphic of the treble key signatures is a blow-

up of the sunset area on the GUITAR POSTER. The circle 
of fifths is the most widely used graphic tool in all of music 
education, and is used daily by music educators and 

teachers of all instruments and styles. Only $4.95 ea. 

GIVE THE GIFT OF MUSIC! ORDER YOURS TODAY! ' 
PLEASE SEND ME:   SAX,   GUITAR.   KEYBOAFD, ROCK 

GUITAR,   ELECTRIC BASS, and   MIDI posters (regular @ $7.95 ea. or laminated 
@ $15.95 ea),   CIRCLE OF FIFTHS (@ $4.95 ea) and card sets ( 43, $6.95/set) 
[Postage & handling is $3 for the first and $ 1 for each additional poster; Cards: add $1.50 for the first and 

$.50 for ea. additional set.] MA add 5% tax. Allow 6 weeks (RUSH [2-3 weeks. UPS ground] add p&h plus 

$4 extra ) Aif mail: Canada add $4 extra; W. Europe & S. Arnenca add $7 extra; all other countries S10 extra. 

Enclosed is $    VISA/MC #:   

FREE POSTAGE SPECIALS! 
A. 5 posters $35 
B. 4 postersj $30 

ti C. 3 laminate posters $45 
Add foreign air o UPS if des,red 

Exp. I I Sig. 

NAME  

ADDRESS 

CITY/STATE/ZIP 

MUSICIAN MAGAZINE Box 701, Gloucester, MA 01930 j 
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W HEAR THIS 
MUSICIAN magazine's fourth and final new musk sampler 

of 1992 is now available! 

Jeff Healey The Frames l'aul eIIer Iblevision 

Julian Cope praise Maceo Parker Brian Eno 

110111100 
Galin Friday '21 Cons 

plus inure! 

The Goals 

Only 
$3.00 

pi, silo, 

Send me copies of CD SIDE VOLUME 8. 
Enclosed is $3.00 per disc, P. 8, H. included ($4.00 for foreign orders). 

Send your check/money order to: "CD SIDE," 33 Commercial Street, Gloucester, MA 01930 

ADDRESS 

STAlf /5, 

Ul I om interested in becoming o CD SIDE subscriber 1110,14 106 KEES FOR DEIMRY 

a ItittIt on 
Ilia cd sida 

VOLUME 8 

4442» mu-
Ile lausican.lagazine'sUEW Visit Sampler 

Order yours today. 

Also available: 
Volume 6, featuring Los Lobos, Del Amitri, Ringo Starr, Buckwheat 4/deco, 
Young Gods, Rodney Crowell, The Chills, Strunz g Farah and 9 more. 

Send me copies of CD SIDE VOLUME 6. Only $3.00 per disc, 
P. 8 H. include:J.(54.00 for foreign orders.) 

Volume 7, featuring Lyle Lovett, Michael Penn, Pi Harvey, Jude Cole, Tom 
Waits, Throwing Muses, The Zoo, Dixie Dregs, Scott Henderson, Shawn Lane, 
John Wesley Harding, Chuck D, plus 18 more! 

Send me copies of CD SIDE VOLUME 7. 55.95 per double disc, 
P. 8 H. included. ($6.95 for foreign orders.) 



RECORDINGS 

NEIL YOUNG 

HARVEST MOON 

(REPRISE) 

COMES ANOTHER TIME 

0  his record is being wide-
  ly touted as a sequel to 

Harvest, Neil Young's greatly 

loved folk album of 1971 The only 

one of his albums to yield a Top 10 

hit single ("Heart of Gold"), Har-

vest and the style Young blue-

printed there have played an im-

portant role in this iconoclastic pop 

hem's ability to continue to fill 

large a-enas on the concert trail. 

Young's easily accessible *soft 

rock" is hardly the most compell-

ing aspect of his sensibility, but it's 

kept him in the game commercial-

ly; for that, we who love his oddball 

stuff the best can be grateful. 

But perhaps because he's trav-

eled so far and wide with his music, 

has tried on so many stylistic hats 

and battered down so many doors 

with scorching rock ' n' roll, this 

unadorned folk music also exudes 

real weight. As with Harvest, the 

central theme here is romantic 

love, but Young has grown up in 

important ways over the past 20 

years and his point of view on the 

subject has changed considerably. 

Where Harvest's lonely protago-

nist is driven by a melancholy 

quest for romantic perfection that's 
presented as unattainable, Harvest 
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BACKSIDE 

TEST PATTERNS 
Or how not to impress everyone down at the music store 

R
emember the scene in Wayne's World where 
Wayne, about to buy the guitar of his dreams, 

begins to pick Jimmy Page's most famous arpeg-

gio and is interrupted in mid-strum by the 
salesclerk, who points to a sign on the wall read-

ing "NO STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN"? Pure fantasy, right? 

Wrong. Though there may not be a sign on the wall, there is a 
"No Stairway" policy at the Sam Ash store in White Plains, New 

York. "There's no `Stairway to Heaven,' no Poison songs, no 

'Smoke on the Water,'" explains guitar salesman Rob Knippel. 
"The keyboard players can't play 'Jump.' No keyboardist who 

plays a Van Halen tune is allowed in the store." 

Seem a little touchy, do they? Well, you would be, too, if you 

had to hear the same half-dozen songs butchered over and over, 

day in and day out. " It's not that you get sick of it," avers Knippel, 

sounding, frankly, sick of it. " It's hard to say. We know a lot of 

these kids, and we'll rap with them or whatever. The first time 
they'll play this song, it'll be like, 'Can't play that song.' Why 

not ?"You can't.' Why not?' Because we don't like that song.' 

They'll play three more songs off the list, and we'll say, `Nope, 

nope, sorry, no.' Then we give them the generalities. `I'm sorry, no 

Poison. You cannot play any Poison tunes. You can't play any 
Guns N' Roses tunes.' 

"I think 'Stairway to Heaven' is up to beheading." 

Part of the problem, argues Ralph Perucci, a former Sam Ash 

salesman who now reps for Paul Reed Smith guitars, is that none 

of these kids know an entire song. Instead, what they'd wank 

away on would be a jumble of bits, what PRS general sales manager 

Mike Dealy describes as "House of the Rising Smoke on the Stairway to 

Freebird." 

"They'd practice all week to come to the music store and try to 
impress someone," Perucci says. "They'd play their fastest lick over and 

over again. I'd go over and put a dollar on the counter and say, `If you 

can play a song from start to finish, you can walk out with this dollar.' 

And they'd look at me like I was from Mars, but no one would be able to 

play it." 

There was a time, though, when the sales folk counted themselves 
lucky if they heard even a whole riff wafting over from the guitar racks. 

This, of course, was during the Age of the Hammer-On/Pull-Off, when 

every kid who ever saw Eddie Van Halen felt compelled to rush to the 

nearest music store and hammer away. One music industry vet reports 

that these kids were called " typists" (because all they did was tap at the 

guitars?) by beleaguered guitar salespeople. 

Still, there were ways of getting back at them. "We had a guitar that 

was just strung with one string," recalls Perucci. "People would say, `I'd 

like to try a guitar,' and we knew they were going to play something that 

was off the latest hammer-on album of the day. So we'd hand them this 

guitar with one string, and they'd just look confused." 

• 
•. 

This seems to be mostly a guitar player's disease, by the way. "With 

keyboard players, most of them are classically trained to an extent; they 
can play," says Dave Belzer, a salesman at the Guitar Center in Holly-

wood. "Drummers, you'd be surprised. A lot of good drummers come 

through. 

"Guitarists are a different breed. A lot of them can't play the songs 
correctly, or with rhythm. Rhythm is definitely lacking. And it seems the 

worse they play, the louder they play. The ones who can play, they don't 
get excessive with the volume. The ones that can't, they'll turn it up as 

loud as can be." (Reportedly, the noise got so bad at one trade show that 

a few of the manufacturers were considering installing a neon sign to 

announce song titles and chord changes, so at least everyone would be 

playing badly in the same key.) 

But if you really want to know what scares music store employees, it 

isn't the kids who can't play—it's the kids who can. " It's amazing how 

good some of them are," says Knippel. " It's a far cry from when I started. 

These kids come in at 16 or 17, and they're showing me stuff. 'How long 

you playing, kid?"0h, three years,' and the guy's completely burning. 

"Back in the old days, when they used to play the songs, they used to 

play them bad," he adds, wistfully. "Now they play the songs, and they 
play them good. Those are the ones we hunt down and kill." tuvi 
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The Vocalist by DigiTech is the only 
vocal processor that provides natural 
sounding harmonies with complete 
editing and programming capability. 
Offering a multitude of features and 
functions, the Vocalist accommodates 
up to five- part harmonies and even 
compensates for off-key vocals. Full MIDI 
compatibility combined with 128 faztory 
presets and 128 user-definable programs 
make the Vocalist the only harmony 
processor THAT DOES IT ALL! 

Glenn Nowak-
professional musician, South Bend, Indiana. 

"For a guy like me, the Vocalist is like a dream come true. 
I'm now able to fatten up my vocals with live harmonies. 
Tie audience can't believe they're listening to a one-man 

band. This product is the biggest breakthrough 
since multi ,,oiced synths 

hit the market." 

Michael Schoenfeld-owner Third Planet From 
The Sun Studios, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
"As one of the area's top production facilities, we 
handle everything from recording rock bands to 
church choirs and we also do a ton of radio 
material. The Vocalist fits the bill in virtually 
every application. We now can provide our 
clients with up to five- part harmonies at 
the touch of a button, and even fix 
off-key vocals quickly." 

men 
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H A Harman International Company 
5639 South Riley Lane 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107 
Tel ( 801) 268-8400 • Fax (801) 262-4966 
International Inquiries: (603) 672-4244 
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The dug willrreveribe the intelligent, obedient and loyal 
servant you would like him tole. Your mueic, 
however, will do whatever you want. How come? 

Quick Edit. It's e mode of programming in the 
Si'S5 AWM synithesiter. It allows you to, very simply, 
create any sound you can imaginè. How simply? 

'ou can la*, split, and cross fade up to four voices at 
once. Eight control sliders let you modify any parameter 
you like. It's easy and it's quick, hence the name. 
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Sound will obey_ 
You need more control?,W,hile playing live tîose s me 

, . 

sliders can modify the effects, filtea, attack, rele se, , 
and balance, alí in real-time. And the SY85 has SI 
as well as battery-backed, exPindables RAM, M DI 
capability and, of cours, our disiipetly-suPeàor so I nd 
quality and playability. ft is: after 'e, a Yamaha. 

Would you you like more information? Call us. Obedie t I , 

we'll send you our .b10, hu r. 
1-860-9M-0001, extension 100 The SY85 

' 
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